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SC open to liquor sale on city highways



NEARBY



‘Chandigarh administration’s move to de-notify certain roads does not violate orders’ traffic. The goal of the liquor ban was to prevent drunken driving in fast-moving traffic. The pace of traffic within the city is very different from traffic outside city limits. Purpose of the ban is to avoid drivers getting inebriated while driving on highways inter-linking cities,” Justice Khehar said. The court has scheduled a detailed hearing for July 11. The indication from the court may spell future relief to hotels and pubs, especially in the metros, which were forced to shut down following the ban.



Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



CM will come under Lokpal Bill: Amarinder CHANDIGARH



Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh said on Tuesday that his government would bring the CM, along with Ministers and bureaucrats, within the ambit of the Lokpal Bill. NORTH



쑺 PAGE 3



DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



The Supreme Court on Tuesday prima facie observed that there may be nothing wrong in de-notifying particular stretches of highways in city limits as city roads and such de-classification does not violate its order that National and State highways across the country should be liquor-free zones. A Bench of Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar and Justice D.Y. Chandrachud orally observed that the purpose of the December 15, 2016, prohibition on the sale of liquor within a distance of 500 metres from the outer edge of National and State highways was to prevent drunken driving on high-speed thoroughfares. The observations came



during a preliminary hearing on a petition filed by NGO Arrive Safe Society, challenging the Chandigarh administration’s move to de-notify certain roads in a bid to “circumvent” the December 15



Governor threatened and insulted me, says Mamata ‘He is speaking like a block president of the BJP’



ban. Justice Khehar remarked that traffic in city limits is usually slow and heavy, and stretches de-notified fall within the city limits. “Roads in question do not normally see high-speed



Widespread relief The relief is palpable among these establishments as the court had in March 2017 clarified that the ban was not restricted to just liquor



Allow deposit of old notes, SC tells Centre “It is harsh if you close all options” Krishnadas Rajagopal



Special Correspondent Kolkata



West Bengal witnessed an unprecedented political showdown on Tuesday with Governor Keshari Nath Tripathi and Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee indulging in a public spat. At a press meet she called after Mr. Tripathi raised the communal flare-up at Baduria in the North 24 Parganas during a telephonic talk, the Chief Minister accused the Governor of “threatening and insulting” her. At one point, she was unable to take the “humiliation” and felt like “quitting” her post, she claimed. “Today, the Governor told me a lot of things. I am feeling insulted. The Governor’s is a constitutional post. I have come to power through the mandate of the people… I am not in power at the mercy of the Governor,” Ms. Banerjee said. “He [the Governor] is speaking like a block presid-



Keshari Nath Tripathi and Mamata Banerjee in the Assembly in 2015. PTI *



ent of the BJP… He has called and threatened me... He cannot do that. He should understand that he is a nominated person. He should maintain his respect also,” she said.



Nothing wrong: Tripathi Mr. Tripathi said, in a press statement, that there was nothing in the conversation, for “which the Hon’ble Chief Minister may have felt insulted, threatened or humiliated.” Mr. Tripathi said he was



“surprised at the attitude and language used by the Chief Minister.” “The talk between the Hon’ble Chief Minister and the Hon’ble Governor was confidential in nature and none is expected to disclose it,” the statement said. Observing that the Governor cannot remain a mute spectator to the affairs of the State, the statement said it is “proper for the Hon’ble Governor to bring to the notice of the Hon’ble Chief Minister any serious grievance made by any member of [the] public or any serious event happening in the State.” Earlier in the day a delegation of BJP leaders had met Mr. Tripathi and expressed strong concerns over the developments at Baduria, where a Facebook post had triggered tension. Following the meeting the Governor had called up the CM. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10 SOCIAL MEDIA POST TRIGGERS COMMUNAL TENSION 쑺 PAGE 6



NEW DELHI



Cautioning the government against depriving genuine persons of their hardearned money and property, the Supreme Court on Tuesday said the Centre cannot close all options for such persons. It should open a window for them to approach the authorities to prove that it is their money, the court said. “It is harsh if you close all options for genuine persons who were unable to deposit their [demonetised] notes within the stipulated period,” a Bench of Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar and D.Y. Chandrachud told the government, represented by Solicitor-General Ranjit Kumar. “If I am terminally ill and could not deposit my money, I should be given an opportunity now to approach you and establish my facts and prove that it is my money... You can’t just deprive me of my money because I am terminally ill,”



People need a chance to prove that it is their money, the court has said. Justice Khehar said, addressing Mr. Kumar. “You are taking away my money because I am terminally ill? Citizens are facing problems and you are there to solve them. If not, serious problems will arise,” Chief Justice Khehar orally observed.



We waited 70 years, Bibi tells Modi



shops alongside the highways but also to other larger establishments, including pubs and hotels. The court had said that exempting establishments other than “shops involved in sale of liquor” — which include bar-attached hotels, wine and beer parlours dotting highways — would amount to dilution of its December 15 judgment’s objective to prevent drunk driving, one of the major killers plaguing Indian roads. “The pernicious nature of the sale of liquor along the National and State highways cannot be ignored. Drunken driving is a potent source of fatalities and injuries in road accidents,” the clarification order had observed.



PM calls Israel visit ground-breaking, after red carpet welcome in Tel Aviv



CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10 SEE ALSO 쑺 DELHI METRO PAGE 1



Suhasini Haidar



Centre may partially lift AFSPA Special Correspondent New Delhi



The Centre is considering partial removal of the Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act from Assam and Arunachal Pradesh, a senior Home Ministry official said. The Ministry has asked the two BJP-ruled States for their views on AFSPA withdrawal and said that it was open to reviewing the stringent law in other States like Manipur. “We are waiting for the State governments’ comments and will take the final decision once they reply. ,” Kiren Rijiju, Minister of State for Home told The Hindu. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10



Historic irst: Benjamin Netanyahu receives Narendra Modi at Ben Gurion Airport, near Tel Aviv, on Tuesday. REUTERS *



TEL AVIV



Prime Minister Narendra Modi touched down in Tel Aviv, saying he was fortunate to make what he called a “ground-breaking” visit as the first Indian Prime Minister in Israel. “My visit celebrates the strength of centuries-old links between our societies. Based on these bonds, our partnership has maintained a strong and sustained upswing since the establishment of full diplomatic relations 25 years ago,” Mr. Modi said after he landed. Prime Minister Modi was welcomed at a ceremony right at the Tel Aviv tarmac, that saw the official Air India-1 taxi down to a hangar where Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, and the deputy chief of the Knesset (parliament) waited at the red carpet. After exchanging hugs, the two leaders addressed a select audience including clerics of different faiths, and members of the Israeli cabinet.



“We love India, Mr. Modi,” said Mr. Netanyahu, adding that Israel had awaited for the visit for “a long time, 70 years to be precise.” India had voted against the partition of Palestine in 1947 and also against its induction as a United Nations member, finally recognizing the Jewish nation in 1950. It wasn’t until 1992 that full diplomatic ties were established, however, by the Narasimha Rao government. And although the Israeli President and Prime Minister visited India more than a decade ago, those visits were only reciprocated by President Mukherjee in 2015 and Mr. Modi on Tuesday. On Tuesday evening, the leaders went to the Israel Holocaust memorial in Jerusalem together, and appeared before the press before going into a private dinner. MOVING BEYOND SECURITY TIES 쑺 PAGE 11 SPICES, MASALA CHAI IN THE PROMISED LAND; REMEMBERING HOLOCAUST VICTIMS 쑺 PAGE 11



Affidavit filed Mr. Kumar said the government had already filed an affidavit explaining why the period to deposit demonetised notes was restricted. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10
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Mysore Lancers’ tryst with Haifa They proved their mettle in battle R. Krishna Kumar Sharath S. Srivatsa MYSURU/BENGALURU



A long-forgotten slice of martial history related to Mysuru will be revisited when Prime Minister Narendra Modi pays tribute to fallen Indian soldiers at the Haifa cemetery in Israel. The Mysore Imperial Service played a big role in the liberation of Haifa on September 23, 1918, from Ottoman Turks and Germans, by allied forces. This is seen as one of the fiercest battles in the west Asian theatre of World War I in which India, as a British colony, fought German and the Ottoman troops. The Mysore Lancers were in the 15th Imperial Service as the forces sent by the princely states of Mysore, Jodhpur and Hyderabad. Historian M. Shama Rao, in Modern Mysore published in 1936, says troops of native States who were seen as fit only for ceremonial parades, proved their mettle when the time came. General Sir Edmund Allenby’s despatches of October 31, 1918, on the CM YK



For freedom: The Mysore Lancers march at Haifa on September 23, 1918. FROM *



THE COLLECTION OF RAJA CHANDRA R



occupation of Damascus and Aleppo, found in the book, make a special reference to the Mysore Lancers during the capture of Haifa. A special recruitment drive was conducted in the princely State and 5,000 men drafted for the war. The then Mysuru Maharaja Nalwudi Krishnaraja Wadiyar sent his troops to defend the empire and even gave nearly ₹50 lakh to the India War Fund. Raja Chandra R., son-inlaw of the last Maharaja, Jayachamarajendra Wadiyar, told The Hindu that the ruler Krishnaraja Wadiyar IV sent a spirited message to the men on the front. A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Discuss opening of temple vault: SC ‘No transgression of faith in opening Sree Padmanabhaswamy temple vault to make an inventory’ cause it lacked access to the B vault. He said former Comptroller and Auditor General Vinod Rai, who was appointed by the Supreme Court to audit temple finances and records, had pointed out in his report that temple records showed this vault had been opened nine times in the past. “You [Mr. Subramanium] discuss the matter. We only want transparency,” Chief Justice Khehar said.



Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



‘Waterman’ inds fault with linking of rivers VISAKHAPATNAM



The proposed linking of rivers is not the right move, as it will create more tension and conflicts in the country, said Magsaysay awardee Rajendra Singh, who is known as ‘Waterman of India’, on Tuesday. “There will be a lot of issues pertaining to the lifting of rivers flowing in the lower level to the higher reaches. A lot of energy is required to do so,” he said.



₹400 crore funding for 100 innovative startups BENGALURU



As many as 100 startups will get ₹400 crore funding under the Karnataka government’s ‘Elevate’ programme to fast track the most innovative startups. The official website and logo for Elevate-2017 were unveiled by Minister of State for IT, BT and Tourism Priyank Kharge on Tuesday.



The Supreme Court on Tuesday advised its amicus curiae and senior advocate Gopal Subramanium to discuss the opening of a vault at the Sree Padmanabhaswamy temple in Kerala to complete the inventory of the temple valuables and treasures. A Bench led by Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar observed orally that the very purpose of the Supreme Court’s ongoing intervention in the temple’s management and affairs is to usher in sanctity and transparency. The opening of Kallara B to make an inventory of the valuables would hardly be a transgression of faith and sentiments. Chief Justice Khehar made the observations when the Travancore royal family’s lawyer and senior advocate Krishnan Venugopal informed the court that there was a tantri’s report that Kallara B should not be opened



Matter of faith: A view of the Sree Padmanabhaswamy temple in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala. FILE PHOTO *



as it concerned a matter of faith. “The whole purpose of this [inventory] is to bring sanctity and transparency. No sentiments are violated by recording an inventory. Tell us, what purpose is served if it [Kallara B] is not



Now, devotees can have hassle-free darshan at Tirumala The system of ‘stop-hold-allow’ has been dispensed with



opened,” Chief Justice Khehar asked. Mr. Subramanium told the court that an expert committee had already completed inventories of other temple vaults, but was unable to complete the exercise be-



Tirumala



Devotees can now have hassle-free darshan at the Sri Venkateswara temple here, thanks to major changes effected by the management. ‘Vendi Vakili’ that leads to the sanctum sanctorum, is now rid of congestion with the management regulating the entry and exit lines simultaneously. The system of allowing pilgrims in batches from ‘Vendi Vakili’ has been dispensed with.



Two lines only The earlier system of ‘stophold-allow’ had led to a crunchy situation in the in-



CM YK



‘Vendi Vakili,’ which leads to the sanctum sanctorum, is now rid of congestion.



ner portals of the ‘Sampangi Prakaram’ and also in the queues. The number of lines from ‘Mahadwaram’ (main entrance) is now two and not four .



While the first line goes round the Ranganayakula mandapam, the other runs alongside the Dwajastambham. Both the lines merge at ‘Vendi Vakili’. Superintending Engineer Ramachandra Reddy told The Hindu that the changes were made after exploring several options for about two months.



Ramp height reduced “Now, about 80,000 pilgrims can have darshan every day. The height of the wooden ramps, on which the pilgrims have to walk from ‘Vendi Vakili’, has been reduced and redesigned for easy movement of pilgrims.



Kothapalli Jawahar called it ‘a health drink’



Ratheeshan, an IAS officer, had been appointed Executive Officer of the temple on June 18. It took into consideration the past tensions between the previous Executive Officer K.N. Satheesh and the Administrative Committee and said a proper working arrangement should be made in future. The court appointed the Executive Officer as Member Secretary of the Administrative Committee and said he should consult the committee on all policy decisions and work hand in hand with the committee.



The remark of Andhra Pradesh Excise Minister Kothapalli Samuel Jawahar that beer is a “health drink” has snowballed into a controversy with the principal Opposition party — YSR Congress — raising a hue and cry over it. The Minister, in an interview to a vernacular TV channel, had said the State government was planning to promote beer as a health drink.



Temple audit The court also agreed that a Financial Controller to audit the temple finances should be appointed from a shortlisted panel of three officers from the Indian Audit and Accounts Services. The names would be forwarded by the State to the Administrative Committee, which would make the final choice.



‘Scientific reasons’ When the anchor questioned in what way was beer a health drink, the Minister invited the latter to a meeting where he could list the “scientific reasons.” Meanwhile, the video of the interview has gone viral on social media. YSR Congress MLA R.K. Roja reacted sharply, asking



Special Correspondent Vijayawada



R.K. Roja



what was preventing the Telugu Desam government from “selling beer in medical shops and distributing it as a nutritional supplement to newborns, pregnant women and students, if it is a health drink.” Ms. Roja said she did not expect such a remark from a Minister. She said the TDP government had increased the number of liquor shops and bars though there was no demand for the same.
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In Kerala, doctors turn myth busters on Facebook With 35,000 followers now, Info Clinic seeks to educate people about correct medical practices A. S. Jayanth



G.P. Shukla



Missing jewels The court refused to order a separate investigation into the case of eight missing diamonds used as part of Lord Padmanabhaswamy’s tilakam, saying an FIR had already been registered in the case. It said fool-proof measures should be taken by the 200-strong contingent of police at the temple and no such incidents of theft should ever recur. The court recorded that V.



A.P. Minister’s remark on beer triggers row



Kozhikode



In April, before the monsoon set, Kerala was grappling with an outbreak of waterborne diseases. Among the claims that spread about the “best available treatment” for dengue was a “natural remedy” of drinking the extract of papaya leaves to increase blood platelet count. When the number of patients grew with the onset of monsoon and even healthcare professionals started following such methods, a Facebook page managed by a group of doctors in Kerala came out with a strong post against them. Quoting medical



journals and previous scientific studies, the page exposed the unscientific nature of the claim. The post became so popular that even inspectors in the State Health Department started giving study classes quoting it. Shimna Azeez, one of the admins of the page, who works for a private medical college in Kozhikode, told The Hindu, that as many as 1,452 people shared the post and there were about a hundred comments. Info Clinic, the Facebook page launched on October 11, 2016, is gradually evolving as a platform to clear the doubts of the common man about health, diseases and medical treatment.



A screenshot of Info Clinic’s Facebook page.



P.S. Jinesh, lecturer, Department of Forensic Medicine, Government Medical College, Kottayam, who is another admin, explains the background. “Diphtheria cases had just resurfaced and there were campaigns against vaccination and modern



medicine. We thought of using the social media to counter it,” Dr. Jinesh said. Initially, four or five doctors were active in the page. Now there are five admins and more than 25 doctors participate in discussions, write articles, and clear the doubts of the people.



Rigorous process Dr. Jinesh says the doctors first discuss relevant medical topics among themselves. Cross-checking; collection of relevant medical journals and statistical data; and arguments and counterarguments ensue — which give the post a logical shape. “People send us messages



and mails too about different diseases and we write about them also,” he said. The page now puts out three posts every week. On June 18, they had their first live chat. Right now, the page has more than 36,000 followers and some 35,000 likes. “We used to be so proud of the Kerala model and the strides we made in healthcare. The whole thing is falling apart now. We are doing our bit to make a change,” said Dr. Shimna. Dr. Jinesh adds their aim is to uphold ethical medical practice when unscrupulous practices by hospitals and drug companies were turning people away from modern medicine.



A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Amit Shah sounds poll bugle in Odisha



Weather Watch Rainfall, temperature & air quality in select metros yesterday



Claims the BJP will win the 2019 Assembly polls in the State with a two-third majority yet to get round-the-clock power supply. He lamented that only 14% of the population had access to safe drinking water and despite the Centre’s support, only 22% families in the State had toilets at home. He claimed that during the three years of the Narendra Modi government at the Centre, grants for Odisha had increased manifold, which the State government was failing to utilise.



Staff Reporter BERHAMPUR



Haryana govt schools to get RO water puriiers CHANDIGARH



The Haryana government on Tuesday said it will install Reverse Osmosis (RO) water purifier systems in all government schools in the State to provide purified drinking water to students. The facility would be made available in urban schools from next year, it was decided at a meeting headed by Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar here. IANS



Extortion calls to surgeon close to Yogi GORAKHPUR



A leading surgeon, considered close to Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, received “threat calls” from a man who claimed to be an inmate of Deoria district jail, demanding ₹20 lakh from him, the police said on Tuesday. Dr. S. S. Shahi received the calls on his mobile phone in which the caller introduced himself as Ramashray Yadav. PTI



NDRF trains Patna school students PATNA



At least 5,000 students of the Bihar capital were on Tuesday imparted training by the National Disaster Management Response Force on how to protect themselves and help others in the event of calamities like earthquake and incidents of fire. Students of 10 schools participated in the training session. PTI



Cop shoots himself in Rajasthan JAIPUR



An Assistant Sub-Inspector of the Rajasthan police allegedly committed suicide by shooting himself with his service revolver in the Sawaimadhopur district of the State, the police said on Tuesday. Kishore Singh (59) shot himself in the head when he was in his quarters, they said. PTI



CM YK



Sounding the bugle for an all-out war against the ruling Biju Janata Dal (BJD) at Ganjam, the home district of Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik, Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) chief Amit Shah on Tuesday claimed that the party would win the 2019 Assembly polls in the State with a two-third majority. During his visit, Mr. Shah took part in the ‘Mo Booth Sabuthu Majboot (My Booth is the Strongest)’ programme in Hugulapata village. He interacted with locals, addressed a public meeting and had lunch at the home of a local villager.



Booth level workers He also addressed a huge gathering of booth level workers from Ganjam, Gajapati and Kandhamal districts in Berhampur. Mr. Shah’s visit was a show of strength by the BJP in Ganjam, a stronghold of



Show of strength: BJP president Amit Shah along with other party leaders at a meeting of booth-level workers in Berhampur on Tuesday. LINGARAJ PANDA *



the BJD in the State. His Berhampur meeting was organised at the same place where the BJD president and Odisha Chief Minster had addressed the south Odisha zonal conference of the youth wing of the BJD on June 21. Mr. Shah was accompanied by senior leaders of the state BJP, including Union Ministers Dharmendra Pra-



dhan, Juel Oram, leader of the BJP legislature party K.B. Singhdeo, State president Basant Panda and former CM Giridhar Gamang. Speaking to grassroots workers in Berhampur, Mr. Shah called for their active support so that the BJP could aim at winning 130 seats in the 2019 Assembly polls. At Hugulapata, he announced that booth commit-



Social media post triggers communal tension in Bengal Roads in North 24 Paraganas blocked; schools, oices shut



tees would be strengthened in all the 37,000 polling booth areas of Odisha. At Hugulapata and Berhampur, the BJP chief launched a scathing attack on the BJD government in the State. He blamed the Odisha government for “under development” despite the State being rich in resources. According to him, the people in Odisha were



Newborn baby buried alive in MP, rescued Kids playing nearby raised alarm Press Trust of India



Special Correspondent Kolkata



The situation in parts of North 24 Paraganas district was tense on Tuesday after a social media post snowballed into a communal flare-up.



Serious situation “It is a serious situation and the State government is adopting serious measures to contain it,” said West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee. It began on Sunday night after a man, Souvik Sarkar, from Rudrapur village posted a derogatory meme on social media. The post was



shared on an instant messaging service and protests erupted on Monday morning.



Severely affected At least three blocks of North 24 Paraganas district were severely affected as locals blocked the road connecting the district with Kolkata. Roads in the district were also blocked and school, colleges and offices shut. A few shops were damaged in the Tentuliya area of the Swarupnagar block. The other affected blocks are Baduria, Deganga and pockets of Basirhat sub-divi-



sion. In Basirhat, various Hindu groups protested against the virtual strike observed in parts of the district. No one was “killed or severely hurt,” police sources said. The West Bengal chapter of the Jamaat-e-Islami made an appeal to maintain peace in the district. Md. Nuruddin, the organisation’s Bengal chief, requested the State government to “monitor” social media. He said the post had hurt religious sentiments of the community and was an attempt to “spread hatred and anger” in Bengal.



Migration of labour He criticised the BJD government for the migration of labour from Odisha to other States, including Gujarat. “It is unfortunate that this labour force, which is helping in the development of other States, is not used for the development of Odisha,” he said. Mr Shah reached Odisha on Monday evening. He will visit Jajpur district on Wednesday and Khurda district on Thursday.



Barwani (MP)



In a horrific incident, a newborn was found buried alive in a graveyard at a village near here, but was pulled out in time after some children playing nearby heard its cries and raised an alarm.



Search launched A search has been launched for the baby’s parents, the police said on Tuesday, even as the couple who pulled out the child from the grave has expressed the desire to adopt him. Thirty two-year-old



Sher Singh, who pulled out the baby, said some children playing close to the burial ground at Ghus village heard cries from a mound of mud on Monday evening. “Taken aback by the cries from beneath the ground, the children ran away and informed me and my wife Sunita,” Mr Singh said. “When I reached the spot, I was shocked to hear the cries coming out from a small mound,” he said. “We started removing the mud with our hands and found a baby boy wailing inside,” he claimed.



Temperature Data: IMD, Pollution Data: Aqicn, Map: Skymet (Taken at 18.00 Hrs)



Forecast for Wednesday: Heavy to very heavy rain likely at isolated places over Assam, Meghalaya, Uttarakhand, east Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, sub-Himalayan West Bengal, Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, coastal Karnataka and south interior Karnataka city rain max min Agartala.............33.5.... 29.2.... 25.2 Ahmedabad........99.9.... 34.3.... 25.2 Aizawl ..................22.... 26.8.... 12.1 Allahabad .............. —.... 29.8.... 27.4 Bengaluru .............. —.... 27.6.... 20.4 Bhopal....................1.... 31.3.... 24.0 Bhubaneswar ..........6.... 32.9.... 25.4 Chandigarh ............ —.... 36.2.... 27.7 Chennai ...............2.9.... 37.3.... 27.1 Coimbatore............ —.... 34.5.... 22.6 Dehradun................5.... 33.7.... 23.4 Gangtok...............3.2.... 21.3.... 18.7 Goa ...................44.8.... 31.7.... 24.2 Guwahati .............4.3.... 29.6.... 26.8 Hubballi................. —.... 27.0.... 22.0 Hyderabad ............. —.... 34.0.... 24.1 Imphal...............13.6.... 29.6.... 22.4 Jaipur .................... —.... 35.6.... 26.8 Kochi....................23.... 32.4.... 24.0 Kohima..............24.4.... 25.6.... 18.6 Kolkata...................8.... 33.1.... 27.1



city rain max min Kozhikode ...........19.8.... 32.4.... 24.0 Kurnool ................... —.... 36.0.... 26.7 Lucknow................7.7.... 32.8.... 26.1 Madurai................... —.... 40.2.... 27.4 Mangaluru................2.... 28.7.... 22.7 Mumbai.................4.4.... 32.1.... 26.0 Mysuru.................... —.... 29.0.... 21.0 New Delhi ............... —.... 36.5.... 28.3 Patna ...................... —.... 30.6.... 25.9 Port Blair ................ —.... 30.4.... 26.4 Puducherry............0.2.... 38.6.... 27.0 Pune .....................0.2.... 28.0.... 23.1 Raipur ...................1.9.... 29.5.... 25.6 Ranchi......................1.... 27.5.... 22.7 Shillong....................6.... 23.9.... 17.2 Shimla..................... —.... 25.1.... 17.7 Srinagar .................. —.... 33.1.... 18.3 Trivandrum ...........2.1.... 32.4.... 24.0 Tiruchi .................... —.... 39.9.... 29.0 Vijayawada .............40.... 36.0.... 24.4 Visakhapatnam ......... —.... 32.0.... 26.6



Particulate matter in the air you are breathing CITIES



Yesterday



SO2 NO2 CO PM2.5 PM10 CODE



Ahmedabad ......... ....—.....— ...— ....... — .......—.......— Bengaluru ................4 ...19 ..11 ....... —......69 ......* Chennai....................1 ...15 ....5 .... 139 .......— ......* Delhi........................7 ...22 ..15 .... 157....566 ......* Hyderabad ...............3 .....4 ....2 ...... 59......44 ......* Kolkata ..................10 ...17 ....2 ....... —......35 ......* Lucknow ..................6 ...18 ..14 .... 159 .......— ......* Mumbai ...................4 .....8 ....6 .... 154......80 ......* Pune ................... ....— ...17 ..28 ...... 29......98 ......* Vishakhapatnam .......7 .....7 ....8 .... 120......69 ......*



In observation made at 4.00 p.m., Gurgaon, Haryana recorded an overall air quality index (AQI) score of 213 indicating an unhealthy level of pollution. In contrast, Patna recorded a healthy AQI score of 45



Air Quality Code: * Poor * Moderate * Good SO2: Sulphur Dioxide. Short-term exposure can harm the respiratory system, making breathing difficult. It can affect visibility by reacting with other air particles to form haze and stain culturally important objects such as statues and monuments. NO2: Nitrogen Dioxide. Aggravates respiratory illness, causes haze to form by reacting with other air particles, causes acid rain, pollutes coastal waters. CO: Carbon monoxide. High concentration in air reduces oxygen supply to critical organs like the heart and brain. At very high levels, it can cause dizziness, confusion, unconsciousness and even death. PM2.5 & PM10: Particulate matter pollution can cause irritation of the eyes, nose and throat, coughing, chest tightness and shortness of breath, reduced lung function, irregular heartbeat, asthma attacks, heart attacks and premature death in people with heart or lung disease (Individual pollutant data for various cities are averages for the previous day)
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IN BRIEF



Rijiju’s chopper makes emergency landing



Drug-resistant TB higher among children than expected: report



Supreme Court seeks Tamil Nadu’s reply on medical quota Group of 19 CBSE students iled petition



Diagnosis is complicated due to challenges associated with sample collection



Krishnadas Rajagopal



ITANAGAR



Afshan Yasmeen



NEW DELHI



Union Minister of State for Home Kiren Rijiju escaped unhurt when his chopper made an emergency landing on a small field due to bad weather here on Tuesday. The Mi-17 helicopter with Mr. Rijiju and seven other passengers and crew was flying from Guwahati to Ziro in Arunachal Pradesh.



Bengaluru



The Supreme Court on Tuesday sought a response from the Tamil Nadu government on a petition by a group of 19 Central Board of Secondary Education students in the State seeking a stay on a government notification dated June 22, 2017, allegedly providing “preferential treatment” in medical admission to State board students. The June notification issued by the Tamil Nadu government allows State board students to compete for all 85% of the MBBS seats after surrender of 15% of seats earmarked under the all India quota based on NEET marks. However, within this 85% – that is, excluding the 15% seats reserved for the all-India quota – CBSE students are allowed to compete for only 15%. “In other words, selection to MBBS seats in Tamil Nadu will not be made on the basis of NEET marks but by other considerations. This policy is arbitrary and violative of Article 14 of the Constitution.



Encounters: States asked to reply to NHRC plea NEW DELHI



The Supreme Court on Tuesday directed various States to file their replies on a plea of the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) seeking direction for mandatorily giving information about any encounter killings in their respective jurisdiction for purposes of enquiry. PTI



EC issues notification for Vice-Presidential polls NEW DELHI



The process of filing nominations for the August 5 Vice-Presidential election began on Tuesday with the Election Commission issuing the notification. Neither the ruling NDA nor the Opposition has so far announced their candidates for the post. PTI



2 Amarnath yatra pilgrims die, toll now 6 SRINAGAR



Two pilgrims died on Tuesday after paying obeisance at the 3,880-metre high holy cave shrine of Amarnath in south Kashmir, taking the death toll in the ongoing yatra to six, officials said. The two pilgrims were Chander Shakher,73, from Karnataka and Shiva Kanth Mishra, 59, from Uttar Pradesh. PTI



While detection of tuberculosis (TB) in children remains a challenge, it has now emerged that Multi-Drug Resistant (MDR) TB is higher among children than expected. This has been described as a “worrying trend” by the Union Health Ministry. As many as 5,500 of over 76,000 children tested in nine cities have been diagnosed with TB. Nine per cent of these paediatric TB cases have been diagnosed to have MDR TB, according to the Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics (FIND) that conducted the tests in collaboration with the Central TB Division under the Revised National TB Control Programme (RNTCP).



Unique initiative FIND initially started a unique initiative for diagnosing paediatric TB in four cities of Delhi, Chennai, Hyderabad and Kolkata from April 2014 with funding from the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). It has now scaled up the project to include additional five cities —Nagpur, Surat, Visakhapatnam, Bengaluru and Guwahati. The project will start in Indore next week. The aim of the project is to provide rapid access to quality TB diagnosis for all presumptive paediatric TB patients in the project intervention areas. Sunil D Khaparde, Deputy Director General (TB) and Head of the Central TB Division, told The Hindu on Tuesday that the RNTCP is committed to providing increasing access to quality TB diagnostics for the paedi-



atric population. In 2016, the proportion of children among new TB patients reported was 6%. Absence of appropriate samples coupled with decentralised capacity to get good samples from children to test for TB remains a challenge in paediatric TB case detection, he said. Admitting that paediatric MDR-TB cases had not been documented so far, he said children were more prone to primary MDR infection as they were in close contact with their parents and grandparents, who would have been infected. “A considerable number of the 9% diagnosed to have MDR-TB are primary infections. This is a worrying



factor,” said Dr. Khaparde, who is also the Project Director of RNTCP.



Clinical outcomes “FIND’s collaboration with RNTCP is to enable rapid linkage to treatment with an overall aim of improving clinical outcomes in this vulnerable (paediatric) population. As of now the project is in nine cities and based on the success we will extend it to other cities,” he said. According to Sanjay Sarin, who heads FIND, India, TB diagnosis in children is complicated due to challenges associated with sample collection and poor sensitivity of tests like the Acid fast bacilli (AFB) smear. FIND, through



this project, has collaborated with the Central TB Division to improve access to more sensitive diagnostic tools like the GeneXpert in the paediatric population, he said. Free test



The project was initially started to assess the feasibility of roll out of GeneXpert MTB/ RIF, a cartridge-based test used with an automated molecular diagnostic platform that enables the diagnosis of TB and some drug-resistant TB (DR-TB) in less than two hours. The focus was on testing various types of paediatric specimens in routine programmatic settings. According to Debadutta



Parija, Medical Officer, FIND, GeneXpert labs have been established within the reference labs of RNTCP in each of the project cities, catering to patients in both the public and private sectors. GeneXpert MTB/RIF testing was performed free of cost for all presumptive paediatric TB and drug-resistant TB patients (aged under 15 years). FIND’s Project Coordinator (Paediatric) Aakshi Kalra said both sputum and non-sputum specimens are being tested using GeneXpert except stool, urine and blood. This is as per the World Health Organisation (WHO) recommendations, Dr. Kalra said.



T.N. nativity “All students having Tamil Nadu nativity should be treated equally irrespective of the Board from which they pass out,” the students, represented by senior advocate Nalini Chidambaram and advocate Anushree Menon, contended. A Bench of Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar and D.Y. Chandrachud issued notice to the State along with Secretary Selection Committee, Office of Director of Medical Education in Tamil Nadu,



The petitioners allege preferential treatment to State Board students. the Medical Council of India and the CBSE. The notice is returnable on July 7.



‘Against SC ruling’ The petition filed by Kaaviyaa Nakkiran and 18 other students sought an order of interim injunction restraining the Office of the Director of Medical Education in the State from conducting counselling for allotment of 85% MBBS seats available in the State until the court finally decides the validity of the June 22 notification issued by the State Health and Family Welfare Department. The petition pointed to how the Supreme Court itself had on May 9, 2016 in another case ruled that NEET would be the only basis for admission to MBBS courses. “This policy is arbitrary and violative of the Constitution. All students having Tamil Nadu nativity should be treated equally irrespective of the board from which they pass out. “The notification introduces an unreasonable classification between students of Tamil Nadu who passed Plus 2 from State board and students of Tamil Nadu who passed Plus 2 under the CBSE,” the petition contended.



Malformed baby born to woman whose abortion plea was denied



‘Make registration of marriages compulsory’



Prosecution seeks life sentence for Abu Salem, Riyaz Siddiqui



Mumbai parents do not want to take the infant home



Law panel bats for women’s protection



They were convicted in the 1993 blasts case that killed 257



Jyoti Shelar Mumbai



On March 27, the Supreme Court rejected the plea of a 28-year-old Mumbai woman to abort her pregnancy in the 27th week. The SC stated that the baby could be ‘born alive’ during the process of abortion. On Saturday midnight, the woman gave birth to a baby boy with the Arnold Chiari Type II syndrome, which leads to a malformed brain and spinal cord; the baby is now battling for life in a neonatal intensive care unit. Before delivery, the baby’s head was larger than usual due to fluid accumulation in the brain. The doctors removed nearly a litre of fluid to reduce its size, but the mother still had to have su-



tures after the birth. The baby also had a ruptured meningocele, a fluid filled sac protruding from the spinal column, which makes him prone to infection.



‘Hard to predict lifespan’ A doctor from KEM Hospital, Parel, where the baby was born, said that it is difficult to predict the lifespan of such babies; children may live with paraplegia, lack of bowel and bladder control and other disabilities. The parents say they do not want to take the baby home. “I want to give up the baby for adoption,” Sarika Ghatge (names changed) says, from her hospital bed. “He has so many medical needs. How will we fulfil them?” Ms. Ghatge gave up



her job in a private firm to concentrate on her baby, and her husband Hemant works in the HR department of a hospital in Andheri and earns ₹21,000 a month. He says, “They have told us that the baby would need a spine and brain surgery. We don't know what to say. Everyone looks at us as if we are bad people when we say we can’t take the baby home.” The couple found out about the anomaly in the foetus in the 24th week of pregnancy. The woman says that she grew up with a mentally and physically challenged younger brother, and could not imagine her child suffering the same way. “I didn’t want to give birth to the baby,” she says.



Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Law Commission of India has recommended compulsory registration of marriages to protect gullible women who become victims of fake marriages. In a report submitted to the Centre, the commission headed by former Supreme Court judge, Justice B.S. Chauhan, said the lack of provisions for compulsory registration of marriages had proven disastrous for women and deprived them of societal recognition and legal security. “Fraudulent marriages are on the rise especially among non-resident Indians. Compulsory registration can serve as a means to ensure that conditions of a



valid marriage have been performed,” the commission recommended.



Minor amendment It said a minor amendment to the Registration of Births and Deaths Act, 1969, including a provision for compulsory registration of marriage, would serve the purpose. The commission clarified that there was no need to amend any of the personal laws of religious communities. The commission pointed to a 2006 ruling of the Supreme Court in Seema vs Ashwani Kumar that said marriages of persons who are citizens of India belonging to various religions should be registered compulsorily in their States.



Special Correspondent Mumbai



The prosecution on Tuesday sought life sentence for Abu Salem and Riyaz Siddiqui, two convicts in the 1993 blasts case that killed 257 people and injured 713. Special public prosecutor Deepak Salvi informed the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act court that Salem was extradited from Portugal under Section 34C (provision of life imprisonment for death penalty) of The Extradition Act. Abu Salem Abdul Qayoom Ansari, extradited from Portugal, is one of the main conspirators and was very close to the co-accused Anis Ibrahim Kaskar (Dawood Ibrahim’s brother). He was



Abu Salem facilitating the transportation and supply of arms and ammunitions for terrorist activities. On the instructions of the absconding accused Anees Ibrahim Kaskar, he delivered three AK-56 rifles, its magazines, ammunitions and hand grenades to actor Sanjay Dutt. Mr. Salvi said although Abu Salem deserved death, life



sentence was the maximum punishment that could be awarded to him as prescribed under the existing law. Mr. Salvi also sought life imprisonment for Siddiqui and said that he was a habitual offender as he had been tried in the Pradip Jain murder case as well. He was working in close proximity with the main conspirators and worked zealously towards achievement of the objective of the conspiracy. On May 16, Judge G A Sanap convicted Abu Salem, Mustafa Dossa, Karimulla Khan, Taher Taklya, Riyaz Siddhiqui and Firoz Khan for punishment of terrorist acts, possession of certain unauthorised arms and enhanced penalties.
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NFAI gets rare stills from Marathi cinema Priceless addition consists of 1,000 photographs by S.M. Ajrekar Shoumojit Banerjee Pune



Enriching its archival collection on regional cinema, the city-based National Film Archives of India (NFAI) on Tuesday added a treasure trove in the form of rare photographs and stills from the ‘golden age’ of Marathi cinema to its collection. The priceless addition consists of 1,000 photographs by eminent still photographer S.M. Ajrekar, who worked in Pune for the legendary film studios, Navyug and the Prabhat Film Company, and was active between 1942 and 1956. His series of vintage photographs offers a window to the glorious past of Marathi cinema of the 1940s and 50s, when the industry churned out a string of classics. Ajrekar’s collection was donated to the NFAI by his daughter, Shambhavi Bal. “It is a truly invaluable addition to the NFAI’s everburgeoning collection of CM YK



Vintage collection: Veteran still photographer S.M. Ajrekar’s stills from Marathi movies Jaga Bhadyane Dene Aahe (1949) and Een Meen Sadeteen (1954).



Indian cinematic heritage. Mr. Ajrekar’s photos are extraordinary, given their quality and the manner in which they have been preserved,” said Prakash Magdum, Director of the NFAI. Ajrekar worked as a still photographer for several films, including notables such as Jaga Bhadyane Dene Aahe (1949), Var Pahije



(1950) – both directed by Achyut Ranade, Sharada (1951), Narveer Tanaji (1952), Een Meen Sadeteen (1954) and Teen Mule (1954).



Light and shade Most of the photographs are printed with a matte finish and showcase Ajrekar’s skill in playing with light and shade. “Although he was



talented, my father shied away from the limelight. He was a determined artist and gave himself to passionately and sincerely working on every aspect of the job at hand. “He took his art very seriously and made it a point to nurture and preserve his work with utmost care, like it were his own child,” said Ms. Bal at a function here. A ND-ND
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The terrorisms we overlook The state’s association with terror — in mob lynchings or in extortion — is not compatible with freedom



Intermission



Open to capital China takes a positive step to globalise its bond market



C



hina opened itself to foreign investors on Monday by liberalising rules that regulate participation in its massive bond market. The new Bond Connect scheme, which was keenly awaited for months, allows large foreign investors such as banks and pension funds to buy and sell mainland Chinese bonds through ofshore accounts in Hong Kong. China’s bond market, the third largest in the world, is estimated to be over $9 trillion in value and is expected to double in size over the next ive years. Yet foreign investors own less than 2% of the overall bond market, thanks to China’s policy of raising signiicant barriers to the free entry and exit of capital. Further, its central bank, the People’s Bank of China, of late has been tightening monetary policy to squeeze out liquidity, which has, in turn, led bond yields in China to be higher than in many developed economies. So it was no surprise that investors rushed in to make use of the scheme to trade in Chinese bonds and later announced their entry. It is noteworthy that the present move to liberalise bond investment comes after the Chinese authorities took signiicant steps to ease the purchase of mainland stocks by foreign investors. The Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchanges were connected to the Hong Kong stock exchange in 2014 and 2016, respectively, which allowed the entry of hundreds of Chinese stocks into international indices such as the MSCI. Chinese bonds can now expect similar international recognition. Bond Connect is a signiicant step in China’s march towards a more open capital account. First, the inlow of foreign capital will help Beijing control the yuan. In time, the scheme will boost the borrowing potential of the Chinese sovereign as well as of corporations, while improving bond market liquidity by ofering access to a wider pool of international capital. The entry of more private capital into the Chinese economy can encourage investments in economic projects as well. Also, after the inclusion of the yuan in the International Monetary Fund’s basket of currencies in 2016, the present bond reform gives a further boost to the Chinese currency. In the long run, greater participation of foreign investors in Chinese inancial assets will increase the usage of the yuan, and thus aid Beijing’s eforts to internationalise the currency. This trend will also help bring more stability to China’s inancial markets, known for their high levels of volatility, by improving transparency and the quality of business practices. It is worth noting that currently about 70% of bonds in China have a maturity period of less than ive years, and a quarter of less than one year, as investors are wary of the risks involved in lending money over longer periods. Going forward, the challenge for Chinese authorities lies in allowing free price discovery, which can lead to painful turmoil in the short run in its bond market. It will indeed be a test of whether they have learned the right lessons from the stock market crash of 2015. CM YK



ver a century ago, an Indian subject living in London wrote a pamphlet that was to become a rallying point for India’s nationalists. Dadabhai Naoroji’s Poverty and un-British rule in India was not merely an indictment of economic imperialism but also served to call the bluf on the claim that the British Empire was necessary to ensure fairness in the governance of an India misgoverned by its native rulers. His suggestion was that British rule in India could hardly be deemed fair if it was associated with a drain of wealth engineered by the colonial state. Two sets of events that have taken place in India recently point to a state that continues to remain at odds with the aspirations of most Indians. Both involve death of our fellow citizens in which the state is implicated at least indirectly. That the state can be so placed leaves us to ponder the democracy we actually have. Only, unlike Naoroji’s salvo against the colonial state, today we would want to engage with ours in order to ensure that it is it for a democracy.



O



Terror, within and without Most of us seem to have an idea of what we mean when we utter ‘the T-word’. It unambiguously refers to attempts to destabilise if not actually destroy India from the outside. It is this conception of terrorism that the Prime Minister employed when, on his most recent trip to the United States, he teamed up with its President to declare a commitment to ight global terrorism. We may query the wisdom of aligning India with a United States



whose historical role vis-à-vis terrorism is dubious. U.S. foreign policy incubated the Taliban, which spread terror in the name of Islam, and rained terror on Iraqi children in the name of keeping the world safe from weapons of mass destruction. However, it cannot be doubted that India faces the threat of terror from outside its borders. ‘26/11’ is only the most egregious instance of this. Then, armed thugs had gone about massacring innocent Indians in public spaces in Mumbai. To characterise, as some do, the horror this had evoked across the country as some reactionary nationalism is to miss the threat such terror holds out to the ‘Idea of India’, at its core a vision of diverse people living in harmony. India though is also besieged by terrorism emanating from within its borders, and this needs to be addressed with at least as much urgency as that which Prime Minister Narendra Modi brings to the issue of the external threat to India. Two forms of this may be earmarked, one more recent and highly visible and the other centuries old and honed to perfection. Ending both would require addressing how the machinery of government functions here. Over the past two years or so we



have seen a rising tide of violence, mainly in northern India, against Dalits and Muslims. This has revolved around the treatment of the cow. Indians have been physically attacked by rampaging mobs accusing them of storing beef or transporting cows for slaughter. Upon this excuse, Dalits have been assaulted and Muslims actually killed. Finally, on June 28, aroused citizens across the country gathered to protest against this violence under the banner ‘Not In My Name’. It is the most signiicant protest against intolerance that we have witnessed so far and appears to have had success, for the very next day the Prime Minister remarked in a speech made at the Sabarmati Ashram in Ahmedabad that individuals had no right to kill in the name of gau bhakti. He had gone on to add that Mahatma Gandhi would not have approved of their action.



A weak response Surely the latter is a little naïve in that the gau rakshaks represent a strand of thought that believes Gandhi emasculated Hinduism in whose name they themselves now act. The Prime Minister’s response to the terrorising of Dalits in Gujarat and the killing of Muslims



Terrorism of extortion Meanwhile in southern India, we have a glimpse of the Indian state in an avatar diferent from that of a passive observer of murder. It is one of those in charge of its levers using their position in ways that can cause the death of citizens. In Kerala in late June, a farmer was found hanging within the premises of a village oice in Kozhikode district. Piecing together entries in a suicide note and the statements of relatives and neighbours, we know the following: For some time the farmer, Kavilpurayidathil Joy, had been trying to pay the taxes due on his land. The village oice was refusing to accept it. For him, evidence of taxes paid was the proof required to either pledge or sell his land, which he needed to do quite urgently in order to repay debt. One version is that the village ofice was unable to accept the tax as the title to the land itself was under dispute, the property being forest land, thus rendering the private possession of it illegal. But this account makes a mockery of the fact that tax on the same property had been accepted earlier. An inter-



pretation of the stance of the representatives of the state, who constitute the village oice, is that the farmer was being harassed for a bribe in return for their registering the payment. This account gains credibility when considered along with the public’s perception that the Revenue Department in Kerala is among its most corrupt. Note that the farmer did not go quietly and in despair. He chose to hang himself in the premises of the village oice to register his protest at the injustice meted out to him by the state. An almost similar incident had occurred only weeks before in the State’s south when a woman, frustrated in her attempts to have a property transfer acknowledged by the authorities, attempted to immolate herself in a government oice. It is signiicant that these instances have been recorded in Kerala, a State praised for its record of human development and presently ruled by a communist party. When the government, with which the irst point of contact for a farmer is the village oice, causes mental agony for the citizen by denying him the opportunity to discharge his obligations, it is tantamount to terrorism. India cannot be deemed to be a democracy so long as the agents of state can generate insecurity among the people by the threat of punitive action if they are not extended gratiication. In the seventieth year of India’s Independence, we must recognise that the machinery of government as we know it came into existence to ring-fence plunder by the East India Company. Its association with terrorism, indirectly in the case of the mob lynchings or directly in the case of extortion, is not compatible with freedom. India’s state needs to be governed. To paraphrase our President, we can’t be vigilant enough. Pulapre Balakrishnan is an economist



Signs of a Persian gulf New Delhi needs to work with Tehran to resolve bilateral irritants afecting economic ties



harsh v. pant



D



uring his Id sermon delivered on June 26, Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei ended up equating the Kashmir conlict with those in Yemen and Bahrain. He is reported to have said: “Conlicts in Yemen, Bahrain, problems in all Islamic countries, are major wounds on the body of Islam. The world of Islam should explicitly support the people of Yemen, and express [its] disdain against the oppressors who’ve attacked the people in such horrible ways during the month of [Ramzan]... The same is true for the people of Bahrain and Kashmir: Our people can back this great movement within the world of Islam.” Though this took many observers by surprise, the Ayatollah has been talking of Kashmir for quite some time. In 2010, he had sermonised: “Helping the Palestinian nation and the besieged people of



Gaza, sympathy toward and cooperation with the people of Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq and Kashmir... safeguarding the unity of Muslims... and spreading awakening and [a] sense of commitment and responsibility among Muslim youth in all Islamic lands — these are great responsibilities that currently lie on the shoulders of prominent igures of the Islamic Ummah.”



Politics in the Arab world So there is nothing new in his recent statement, and New Delhi has done well not to give it too much weight. India’s relations with Iran are important and the reformist regime of Hassan Rouhani is looking for a wider global engagement. The Ayatollah’s statement probably relects his country’s concerns about getting regionally isolated at a time when the Donald Trump administration’s hard line against Tehran seems to have emboldened Saudi Arabia and its allies to squeeze Iran out of the regional matrix. The de facto blockade of Qatar by Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) after cutting of diplomatic ties last month underscores this complex reality. Qatar has been issued a 13-



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Strong-arm tactics Advocating non-violent resistance to the racially discriminatory Asiatic Law Amendment Ordinance issued by the Transvaal government in 1906, Mahatma Gandhi made a powerful statement to incite a non-violent rebellion against the state. While the struggle then was an assertion of human dignity, the disturbing pattern of intolerance and polarisation pervading the country now is a manifestation of statesponsored majoritarianism. In order to have dissenters fall in line and make them “obey” the prevalent line of thought, emotive matters are being allowed to culminate into acts of lawlessness and violence. It is unfortunate that the legislation on cattle sale on the one hand and a communally venomous agenda on the other are being misused by fringe groups as a tool to harass and intimidate the minorities. Society is increasingly being coerced into conforming with an intolerant and



point list of demands which includes curbing diplomatic ties with Iran, severing ties with the Muslim Brotherhood and shuttering the AlJazeera news network. This has been rejected by Qatar. Riyadh has further warned that more punitive measures would follow if Qatar embraces Iran any further. Saudi Arabia and Iran are engaged in a range of proxy wars across the region — in Bahrain, Syria, Yemen, apart from their growing hostility in Iraq. Ever since the Islamic Revolution of 1979, Riyadh and Tehran have struggled to shape the Gulf in consonance with their own interests, using religion instrumentally to hide their pursuit of power. An attack on Iran’s Parliament on June 7, for which it



blames Saudi Arabia, has further heightened the tensions. The Ayatollah’s recent utterance on Kashmir might be a signal to India that its growing closeness to Saudi Arabia and the UAE is being watched closely in Tehran. It’s a reminder to India that Iran too has a role in the Islamic world which can’t be ignored. Yet, the emergence of Kashmir in India-Iran bilateral discourse is nothing new. India has always been wary of Iran’s support for Pakistan in the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) regarding Kashmir. Iranian criticism of India’s position on Kashmir has repeatedly sparked protests within the Indian government against Iranian interference.



Economic ties turn tepid However, as regards bilateral relations, the recent decline in economic ties should be of greater concern to the two countries. Iran seems to be in no hurry to decide on awarding the contract for gas exploration in its Farzad B ofshore ield to ONGC Videsh. Pending a decision on the contract, India has decided to decrease the volume of Iranian crude oil it will be buying this year. There have been reports



that Tehran has signed an initial agreement for the gas ield with Russian giant Gazprom. For India, which stood by Iran during the height of its global isolation, this is certainly galling. Further, the slow pace of the Chabahar port project has irked the Iranians and they have indicated that despite India developing the project, it won’t be exclusive to the country. Pakistan and China might also be invited to get involved. For India, this undercuts the very strategic utility of the port — viewed as India’s answer to the Gwadar port that will allow it to circumvent Pakistan and open up a route to landlocked Afghanistan. While New Delhi has done well to ignore the Ayatollah’s provocation on Kashmir, it needs to work with the Rouhani government to ensure that the bilateral irritants in fostering economic ties are resolved soon. There are far too many issues, including the future of Afghanistan, that require closer coordination between the two countries. Harsh V. Pant is Distinguished Fellow at Observer Research Foundation, New Delhi, and professor of international relations, King’s College London



Letters emailed to [email protected] must carry the full postal address and the full name or the name with initials.



hate-illed interpretation of faith (“The organising principle of lynch mobs”, June 4). Shreyans Jain, New Delhi



Neera Chandhoke’s views, though philosophically correct, seem exaggerated after a point. The crux of the situation should be read in terms of how uneducated sections involve themselves in such activities. There are still many safe havens in the country where such acts would never be thought of, especially where the educated constitute a majority in such regions. Hence, educating people is the antidote for the poison of communalism in whosoever it roils.



■



Tejasvi Srivastava, Lucknow



Our society should understand the underlying consequences of such acts. We as a society must block this wave and protect the ideals of our democracy not only for ourselves but also for the generations to come. People should also shed the ■
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axes are of two kinds. A progressive tax can be an instrument of state policy, yielding beneits for the many at the expense of a few. But a tax can also be debilitating. A higher rate can sometimes be counterproductive, restricting the growth of the sector, and eventually resulting in lower revenues. With the introduction of the Goods and Services Tax, the Tamil Nadu ilm industry is squeezed on every side; in protest, cinema halls across the State have downed their shutters indeinitely. What is hurting is not the 28% GST on tickets priced above ₹100, or even the 30% levy imposed by local bodies as entertainment tax, but the fact that these come on top of the existing State government-imposed cap on ticket rates. The cap of ₹120 means that the exhibitors might earn more from their lease of cinema space to popcorn vendors than from screening the ilm. Indeed, given the diferential rates, the exhibitor might not be able to earn much more from charging ₹120 for a ticket than he could from charging ₹99. Increasing tax rates while maintaining an overall price cap makes no sense at all. Governments are free to not incentivise certain services or forms of consumption. However, in this case, the end result of the squeeze on the margins of exhibitors and distributors is making the entire ilm industry unviable. The price cap on tickets was sought to be justiied on the ground that otherwise there would be exploitative premiums charged on keenly awaited ilms during the early days of their release, when demand runs high. It was believed that this protected members of fan clubs of popular ilm stars, most of whom are from the lower social strata. But with the piling up of diferent taxes, it is the exhibitors who are at the wrong end of the exploitation. Although some Tamil ilms qualify for exemption from entertainment tax, on account of their ‘social messaging’, such certiication depends all too often on pulling the right political strings. In an industry where politicians of every hue are involved, tax exemption has been open to widespread abuse. Local bodies have not earned much from entertainment tax, but what the government loses in terms of revenue, the party in power gains in terms of power and inluence over the ilm industry. Given that the GST rates cannot be altered, being ixed nationally, the sensible solution is to give up the price cap on tickets and reduce the entertainment tax. Price caps on tickets have inhibited the building of new cinema halls in Tamil Nadu, even as old ones shut shop. Also, if the government’s true objective is to safeguard the interests of the ilmgoer, then it must be ready to forego tax revenue. The lesson that Tamil Nadu needs to understand is that a high rate of taxation can be debilitating in a price-controlled situation.



pulapre balakrishnan
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With higher taxes post-GST, Tamil Nadu must lift the price controls on cinema tickets



across north India is far too weak in relation to the negation of democracy that this violence represents. It is expected of government to protect citizens from assault by fascist forces and he should mobilise the government machinery to do so. That law and order is a State subject is not an excuse and in any case most of this violence is taking place in States ruled by the Bharatiya Janata Party. It is clear that the civil administration code in India suiciently empowers the districtgoverning authority to deal with the situations related to mob lynching. As vigilantism, often enacted while the police stand by watching, is completely unacceptable in a democracy, one would expect the government to outline in Parliament what it intends to do to eliminate it.



idea that just because this government is scandal- and corruption-free, all is well. Mob attacks and vigilantism have no place in our democracy. We must ensure that the diversity within our country is protected. Kapil Singh Yadav, Bhattagaon, Jhansi, Uttar Pradesh



Questions and reaction It is obvious that Kapil Sibal is trying to adopt an antiModi stance (“They may call it anti-national”, July 4). It is strange that for Mr. Sibal, demonetisation is more “shameful” than the Congress’s bagful of scandals. Does the right to speech entitle you to disrespect your country? Should defending a terrorist not be considered anti-national? The BJP, with its quixotic right-wing ideology, might be no saint, but all said and done, the country seems to be in better hands than in being led by the Congress. Deepti Jain, New Delhi



Mr. Sibal has posed pertinent questions on the ■



policies of the government. The government has yet to tell us how much demonetised money has come back into the system. A spate of RTI queries has been met with a stony silence. The attempts to take on the gau rakshaks have been hardly convincing. The inexplicable push to have Aadhaar as an allencompassing instrument of identity is baling. On the internal security front, the situation in Jammu and Kashmir is turning from bad to worse. The government is clearly reluctant to cede any space to the views of other political parties, which is proving to be its biggest drawback. There is a need for consensus and conciliation with the Opposition. J. Anantha Padmanabhan,



the agriculture sector registers a growth rate to the tune of not less than 4% per annum, the growth rate of GDP of the Indian economy can never be stable and permanent. After the introduction of GST, it is estimated that GDP growth rate will come down from 7.1% to 6.1%. The pattern of sectoral contributions to the economy is topsy-turvy. Agriculture accounts for 17% of the total contribution to GDP, industry accounts for 25% while for the service sector, it is 52%. Unless these policy errors in structural contributions are rectiied, GDP growth rate cannot be increased in a stable and secure manner. Finally, reconstruction and rehabilitation as far as the farm sector is concerned is the need of the hour.



Tiruchi



V. Sivaprakasam, Chennai



On GST Mere innovative restructuring of indirect taxes will not lead to enhanced GDP of the Indian economy in the wake of the failed performance of the farm sector. In fact, unless



Fading to grey Hair dye, or “colouring” in modern parlance, is a money-spinner as far as parlours and salons in India are concerned. Gone are those days when one took



pride in having an avuncular image or when a ‘grey eminence’ symbolised intellectual achievement. The best option is to have a clean shave (‘Open page’ – “Looking for that silver lining”, July 2). J.V. Reddy, Nellore, Andhra Pradesh



It is true that leaving one’s grey hair as it is gives those who are middle-aged a respectable and digniied look. But what about those who go grey even at 20? Such people do face a dilemma and they mostly have no choice but to dye their hair. In my case, for instance, I developed greyness on both sides near my ears, at 28. I refused to follow the suggestion of family and friends to reverse matters. A relative began dyeing his hair at an early age and developed health problems which were traced to the dye used. When it comes to one’s looks it is better to leave it to nature.



■



D. Sethuraman, Chennai



more letters online: www.hindu.com/opinion/letters/
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THE WEDNESDAY INTERVIEW | NASIM ZAIDI



‘EC’s biggest challenge is parties’ use of tainted money in polls’ The outgoing Chief Election Commissioner on his eventful tenure, the controversy over EVMs, and concerns such as paid news and opacity in electoral funding A day before he bows out on Wednesday, July 5, as Chief Election Commissioner, Syed Nasim Ahmad Zaidi looks back at some controversial decisions the commission has taken during his term. In an interview to The Hindu, he says he is leaving the Election Commission with the satisfaction of having maintained the standards set for the institution. Excerpts: As you demit office, do you leave the Election Commission weakened or strong? ■ Work at the Election Commission is a continuous process. For quite some time, the commission has been quite strong. I don’t think it was weakened at any point in time. Certain bars were set, and each successive commission has not only been maintaining those standards but also enhancing them. When I took over, I also took a pledge that I would enhance the bar. And after a long inning, I am leaving with a sense of satisfaction that I have brought about many changes, both internally and externally, in the management of elections which has left our institution strong. It has enhanced its reputation and has the trust and confidence of the people. The commission is, in fact, better now.



We ask in the context of the decision of the Central government which has not consulted the commission before introducing an amendment to the Representation of the People Act (RPA). As per the RPA, the commission ought to have been taken into confidence before the amendment was moved.



The commission’s concern is with regard to transparency in contributions and donations to political parties. And the commission, not now but for a long time, has been emphasising transparency in contributions. People must know who has contributed to whom and how much is the contribu-



■



tion. We have always insisted that the bulk of the contribution and donation that is received by political parties is not shown in the contribution reports to us. That is why we have been recommending that the ceiling of ₹20,000 [for cash donations], which forms part of the contribution report, should be lowered. And that is why I made a recommendation in December and at least in the Income Tax [Act] ₹20,000 has been reduced to ₹2000 [for cash donations]. Any amount above this has to be paid through a trackable mode. But in the RPA, it continues to be ₹20,000. So there is an inconsistency which has been communicated to the Law Ministry to bring IT Act and RPA Act in consonance. We have read that in the RPA Act, the contributions received through electoral bonds will not be shown by political parties. We have conveyed that these amendments will impact transparency. As far as the amendment is concerned, I will not comment because it is a parliamentary procedure. In the context of paid news, stringent action has been taken against a candidate who is also a Minister in the Shivraj Singh Chouhan government. Do you consider this as a high point in the commission’s activities in your tenure?



Yes, this is a proper utilisation of the constitutional and legal powers because the phenomenon of paid news is a big issue for us in so far as the abuse of money is concerned. Our experience shows that quite a good



■



[the] rooftops, we cannot react like you as we are a constitutional body. We have only two options. Either we file a defamation suit. We don’t want to go down that route. We want parties to be responsible and not indulge in such a tirade. If parties are responsible, candidates will be responsible. If leaders are responsible, we don’t need that power of contempt.



amount of tainted or black money goes into paid news and more resourceful people are able to indulge extravagantly in paid news and this creates an unequal playing field because those with more money, more resources, will have more opportunities to publish paid news, contrary to the ground realities, and create a different projection which will influence voters. So we are saying that paid news must be criminalised so that if somebody is punished for the crime of paid news, he must be disqualified. This is a pending legislation, so we have used the powers already conferred on the commission under Section 10-A [for disqualification of a candidate] to pass the recent 70-page order, because paid news is never disclosed in the returns of the candidate and that is where the catch lies. There are vigilant people outside and such activities will be caught. You also mentioned the newspapers that published paid news. What about them?



We can only catch hold of our candidates. It is for relevant agencies to follow up.



■



What is your view on state funding of elections?



SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY



Devesh K. Pandey Anuradha Raman



The EVM security had become a major issue recently. Has the matter been settled now?



In three months we took innumerable steps to remove this doubt from the minds of people, and I am satisfied that after the challenge we threw open, none of the parties came forward and two parties came for learning purposes. We issued a detailed press communiqué. I think the issue is well settled that our EVMs cannot be tampered with. We have asked for material evidence, if somebody gives us evidence, we will investigate and take necessary criminal action. We will not spare anybody. We have taken a very



■



are going to be < > We the irst country in the world to have 100% audit trail. We have designed an efective strategy to spread awareness among voters to use the VVPAT big step. We are going to be the first country in the world to have 100% audit trail. It is going to be a big challenge to launch VVPAT [voter-verified paper audit trail] which will be installed in all polling stations. We have designed an effective strategy to spread awareness among voters to use the VVPAT. We have sought suggestions to further strengthen EVMs and anybody who has evidence of tampering them, we will be



happy to investigate. Yet, why arm yourself with powers to issue contempt orders like the High Court if you say the Election Commission is strong? Doesn’t it enjoy trust and confidence among people? ■ I must put the matter in correct perspective. Probably it did not go down [as] well as we expected [it to]. We are aware of the criticism and we welcome that. A wrong impression has been generated that we need power. As you mentioned, we enjoy tremendous confidence and trust of the people. We don’t need that power. But that is not being vocal enough (laughs).



What do you mean by being vocal? ■ Some leaders of some political parties occupy most of the space everywhere. So, a wrong impression has been generated that we need power. It is wrongly perceived that we are averse to criticism. On the contrary, we have maintained that we welcome criticism. We have enormous powers under the RPA Act and the Constitution confers powers on us. We don’t need power. We are saying tell us where we have erred, and we will correct ourselves. If the allegations are well-founded, then we must accept and there are channels open for action to be taken. But allegations without any basis, or when you continue to shout from



■ It has a certain background. Political parties can raise any amount, spend any amount. Candidates can raise any amount without telling us though there is a ceiling. That ceiling amount is meaningless on the ground as political parties can spend any amount. And most political parties spend on general propaganda. They give money to candidates either in cash or by other means. At [the] ground level, there is huge expenditure. Our assessment is that such expenditures are being managed by tainted money. It throws open the question of morality in polity, society, governance. There is a discussion that all of this can be curbed if there is a state funding of elections. But simply introducing state funding will not solve the problem. If you don’t control the criminalisation of politics, if you don’t have political party reforms, political finance reforms, if you don’t introduce strong anti-bribery measures, strong anti-corruption measures... make bribery, paid news cognisable [offences]. Unless all these things are taken into consideration, state funding will make little sense as the taxpayers’ money will become another source for candidates to dip into.



What prevents the country from quick counting of votes on the final day?



When we are conducting elections to many States, the schedule drawn up is such that they have to be interspersed because of requirement of forces, their mobilisation, etc. Therefore the political parties also demanded that the results of the first State that has gone to polls might have an impact on others, so please don’t undertake counting. That’s why the counting is delayed. On the day of counting, there is only a gap of a few hours.



■



What is your view on simultaneous elections in the States and at the Centre?



We stand committed that we can conduct it provided you agree to constitutional amendments and give us the law. Political parties have to arrive at a consensus and undertake constitutional amendments.



■



What are the challenges ahead for the commission?



The commission will remain engaged in inclusive elections. There are many sections in our society that are not part of our electoral democracy. Over three crore voters are yet to be enrolled; services’ voters continue to be a challenge; management of voters — there will be 100 crore [of them]; strict enforcement of [the] model code of conduct so that ruling parties are not able to violate this and misuse their resources and advantages. The biggest challenge currently and in the coming times is black money, tainted money and transparency in funding. In election time, we seized ₹100 crore in one constituency.



■



What are you going to do now after a hectic work schedule?



Take walks in Lodhi Gardens [in Delhi], maybe...



■
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Going beyond cultural heritage



FIFTY YEARS AGO JULY 5, 1967



Marxists’ move to oust ‘neo-revisionists’ The rift in the Communist Marxist Party popularly known as Left-wing Communists has reached a critical stage with the extremists among them calling the moderates as neo-revisionists. As a counter to the pressure exerted by the moderates on the politburo of the party to change the attitude in regard to the Naxalbari situation, gheraos and China’s hostile attitude towards India, Chinese anti-Indian propaganda and reported undue interest in the happenings in West Bengal the extremists have directed that all party members who are in the legislature should contribute two-thirds of their income to the party funds. This is being resented by most Left Communists who are in the legislature because it will be difficult for them to live and do work on the meagre income allowed by the party.



The handloom industry deserves a rethink as an avenue for skilled labour B. Syama Sundari
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There has been a visible efort by the state in recent times to increase awareness about speciality handloom products and to make them things of aspiration for customers. This is being done through aggressive promotion of the process, the product and the context. Various reasons are being invoked to advocate the cause of handlooms and it is imperative to scrutinise them carefully. One such notion equates handlooms with a culture that ensures a continuity of tradition. This idea has become part of the public policy-framing and provides a legitimate basis for the state to support the sector. But the notion of tradition as a single, linear entity is being strongly contested today. The narratives dominant in deining culture/tradition in a particular way are seen to have submerged the identities and histories of large sections. The discounted and, at times, forcibly stiled identities are ighting for their rightful place in history. Against this backdrop, when we promote handloom as a traditional industry, it is not surprising that large sections of our population choose to ignore it. Another problematic idea we invoke is the need to accord special merit to handloom products because they are produced using human labour and hence superior to those produced using a machine. Mechanical production has made many things easy and has become the sine qua non of our modern existence. However, the space for aesthetic fulilment is left free. ‘Handmade’ products ind a place in illing this gap. They allow the design of a unique product to suit individual image. The growing popularity of designer handloom products can possibly be understood from this perspective. However, there is a need to examine if the increasing presence of designers is adding any real value to the process. A designer collection showcases the personality, the unique ‘self’ of the designer that can probably be adored and imitated. The process, though inding a respectable mention in this whole presentation, may get short-changed in the long run. It only serves the purpose of embellishment, and is treated more like a inal dressing of an exotic dish. Fashion links handloom to ‘identity’ in a modern sense, which usually translates into the speciic persona of either the designer or the individual consumer. There is a need to free the handloom industry from the limited narratives linked to preserving cultural heritage and the merger of the industry with individual fashion. Handloom should be revived as a skilled occupation that ofers livelihood with dignity for both the weaver and the physical environment around. B. Syama Sundari is coordinator, policy research and advocacy at Dastkar Andhra, an organisation that provides support to promote handloom weaving as a viable rural livelihood
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India’s man-power: recruiting board created.
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Accrual accounting



A ban and its unequal efects



Finance A method of accounting where revenues and expenses are recorded in the books of a business when they are incurred, rather than when cash is received or paid. For example, a business following the accrual method of accounting would, when it sells a product on credit, record the amount it expects to collect from the customer as revenue immediately even though it has not received any cash yet. This is in contrast to the cash method of accounting, usually followed by small businesses, where revenues and expenses are recorded when cash flows into and out of the business respectively.
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An explainer on Sino-British Treaty, 1890 http://bit.ly/SinoBritishTreaty



A visit to a cattle fair in rural Uttar Pradesh reveals the class, caste stratiications inherent in the business Jacob Koshy



A May notification from the Union Environment Ministry banning the sale of bovines for slaughter at cattle fairs sent a jolt of anxiety among farmers and animal traders across the country. Farmers trek long distances to these fairs to scout and bargain for oxen, cows, buffaloes and goats and they are an entrenched, effective mode for ensuring that sellers and buyers can access a wide market and the best possible price for their animals. Cows are liquid assets for many farmers and this means more than just being a source of milk. Farmers, given the myriad risks to agriculture, can be strapped for cash during a drought or even in a good year, when excess production frequently depresses sale prices. When I visited one of the largest cattle fairs in Pachokhara, a village in Uttar Pradesh’s Firozabad district, I saw anxiety pre-



valent among farmers. Demonetisation and harassment by gau rakshaks had, over the months, already made commerce hard for them. However, the cattlesale restrictions in U.P. presented unique challenges of their own.



Privately managed Cattle markets there are privately managed, unlike, say, in Haryana and Punjab where governments organise fairs. In U.P., the fairs are by powerful landowners who lease out land, usually once a week. They take a cut on every transaction and are leagues removed, in status, financial capacity and political clout, from most of the farmers and traders. The cattle-fair managers I spoke to in Pachokhara were quite worried about the impact of the ban and said that this will impact their business. However they also drew a distinction between the ‘cow’ and all other animals. They claimed to be completely



supportive of having a ban on the sale of cows at the fairs for slaughter purposes, but wanted restrictions to be removed for other types of cattle. However, the average farmer or small-time trader, who wanted to dispose off unproductive cattle, didn’t care about this distinction. Further, networks of caste and privilege weigh heavily in those markets. At Pachokhara, my photographer-colleague and I were allowed inside the manager’s palatial house but the driver of our car wasn’t. The cattle-fair managers double as arbitrators in disputes over the sale price of their animals and here too hierarchies and proximity to power help. While it is bad enough that the government imposes arbitrary rules to impede trade, social stratification in villages means its worst impact will be borne by those who are economically and socially disenfranchised.



In order to organise the man-power of India more effectively to meet the growing demands made upon it, the Governor-General in Council has constituted a central recruiting board [Simla, July 4] of which (at the request of His Excellency the Viceroy and His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief ) the Hon’ble Sir William Meyer has accepted the Presidency. The other members are His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of Punjab, Their Highness the Maharaja Scindia of Gwalior and the Maharaja of Bikanir (who have been specially appointed as recruiting will extend to Native States), the Hon’ble Sir Claude Hill, the Hon’ble Sir William Vincent, the Lieutenant-General, H. Hugson, Adjutant-General in India and the Hon’ble Major General A.H. Bingley, Secretary to the Army Department. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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FROM PAGE ONE



SC open to liquor sale on city highways The court said its duty to protect public health and safety clearly overrides the interests of liquor traders. The March 2017 clarification order had come after the court heard 68 applications for modification of the December judgment. The December verdict had directed States and Union Territories to stop the grant of licences to establishments located within 500 metres of national and State highways. April 1, 2017 was fixed as the date for phasing out existing liquor licences.



AG’s advice The clarification had run completely counter to a legal opinion given recently by former Attorney-General Mukul Rohatgi to the Kerala government that the December 15 judgment’s ambit was confined to only retail liquor outlets and not bigger establishments like bar-at-



tached hotels and wine-beer parlours along highways in the State. The ban had impacted livelihoods and raised practical issues which challenged the court’s stand that the blanket prohibition was sourced by the judiciary’s “overarching concern for public health”. The Tamil Nadu government had warned the court that its “one-size-fits-for-all” approach would spell more harm than good. "Ninety percent of the liquor vends are in the city and not in some god-forsaken place outside the city limits. State highways crisscross every small town and district headquarters in my State. Towns have developed rapidly. Small roads with shops on both sides form State highways due to the rapid rise in urbanisation," Tamil Nadu and Telangana governments had submitted then.



Governor threatened me, claims Mamata Ms. Banerjee noted that the Facebook post had triggered the conflict but the police promptly arrested the person who wrote it. “Why are you on the streets and not countering it there [Facebook]?” the Chief Minister asked the protesters.



Warns communities She said there is a “design



and agenda” with which certain people post comments on social media and political parties indulge in politics over it. “I warn leaders from both communities. My patience should not be taken as my weakness. For you people I had to hear so many things. I am not here to be Chief Minister. It will take only a second for me to leave the chair,” she said.



Allow deposit of old notes, Centre told “We saw many malpractices, large purchases of gold. More than 800 raids were conducted and 5,100 notices were issued in cases of high value deposits. We found an unusual surge in purchases and money transfers through shell companies. We had to constantly review exemptions granted, like depositing the banned notes in petrol pumps, etc. We found that cash dealings worth ₹610 crore were made through these avenues,” Mr. Kumar submitted. The government said it can only issue notifications for a class of persons and cannot extend dates for individuals. “But you should have opened a window for genuine persons to approach you...But you do not want to... we want to know why you want to debar genuine persons...why you want to



deprive them of their property,” the Chief Justice said. Mr. Kumar sought time to seek instructions on whether a mechanism can be introduced for individuals to approach the authorities to prove that theirs is a genuine case.



Grace period In an earlier hearing in March this year, the court had asked the Central government to explain why it chose to leave “people in the lurch” by closing all options for them to deposit demonetised notes beyond the cut-off date of December 30, 2016. The court had indicated that Parliament had left it to the Centre’s discretion to offer a grace period for those who were genuinely unable to deposit their old ₹500 and ₹1000 notes by December 30.



Centre may partially withdraw AFSPA There was no proposal to withdraw it in Jammu and Kashmir, the official said.



States but we are also looking for a similar solution in Manipur,” said the official.



3 more militants killed in Pulwama 24-hour encounter ends; security agencies suspect a fourth body could be buried in debris



J&K fears ‘spectacle attacks’



Peerzada Ashiq



Special correspondent



Srinagar



Tral



Bodies of three Hizbul Mujahideen militants were recovered from debris in Pulwama on Tuesday morning, at the end of a 24-hour encounter. “The encounter started on Monday morning and one militant was killed in the initial exchange of fire. The other militants took shelter in houses. “The operation ended around 9 a.m. on Tuesday. Three bodies and three weapons were recovered,” said InspectorGeneral of Police, Kashmir, Muneer Khan. He said a search operation was on, as the security agencies suspect a “fourth body” could be buried in the debris.



An uneasy calm is fast setting in on the home town of slain Hizbul Mujahideen commander Burhan Wani, Tral, ahead of the death anniversary, with security agencies “fearing spectacle attacks”. The police on Tuesday called slain Wani’s father, Muzaffar Ahmad Wani, a school teacher, to the local station. He was detained for a couple of hours, said the family. “A new police officer has joined here. He apparently wanted to meet me. It seems they wanted to assess the situation (ahead of Burhan’s death anniversary),” Wani’s father told The Hindu. Locals alleged that security forces had stepped up patrolling in Tral town. Shopkeepers here have a lurking feeling “of a major unrest” in the coming days. Separatists on Tuesday issued a fresh calendar to observe a week-long protest on Wani’s anniversary.



Shifting positions Five houses were seen burning on Tuesday as the militants, who were frequently shifting positions, engaged the security forces in a longdrawn battle. Four security personnel, one a CRPF officer, were injured in the gunfight.



Mission successful: Army personnel during a search operation in the debris of the house in which militants were holed up, at Bahmnoo village in Pulwama, Kashmir on Tuesday. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



“The operation became prolonged as the village Bahmnoo is located on a raised ground. They had a dominating position. Roomto-room intervention was not easy. We had to proceed



strategically to avoid collateral damage,” Mr. Khan said.



Operation delayed The operation was also delayed as the residents marched along the roads and



Invites feedback on accountancy issues related to implementation of GST



Minister tables resolution for debate



Nistula Hebbar NEW DELHI



Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday sent out personalised e-mails to over two lakh chartered accountants across the country as a follow-up to his address to the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) on Saturday, reiterating themes from his speech that the CAs needed to pull their weight in combating corruption and black money. The letter notes that regional centres of the ICAI were holding gatherings across the country and “leaving no stone unturned to en-



Up in arms: Police detain traders protesting against the GST outside civil secretariat in Srinagar on Tuesday. NISSAR AHMAD *



special correspondent



Jammu and Kashmir Assembly witnessed chaotic scenes on Tuesday as State Finance Minister Haseeb Drabu and Public Works Minister Naeem Akhtar tabled the Goods and Services Tax (GST) resolution before the two Houses for a debate. Consensus over the GST continued to elude the State Assembly as Opposition leaders barraged the Treachery Benches with allegations, resulting in multiple adjournments. “We wish to know modifications made to the 101st amendment of the Constitution before extending it to J&K,” said CPI (M) leader M.Y. Tarigami. “Section 3 bridges J&K with the Government of India, and Section 5 gives the State authority to use the (taxing) powers. There is Section 12 that prevents any change in the Section 3 and



5. Why is this kind of change being brought about?” asked Congress leader Rigzin Jora. Mr. Drabu called for “serious and sincere discussion to protect the autonomy and the exclusive constitutional position”.



CM YK



Fresh notification The Home Ministry issued fresh notification to continue Armed Forces Special Powers Act in Arunachal Pradesh on May 4 for three months; it would expire on August 8. In its notification, the Ministry said that the three border districts of Arunachal Pradesh were being used by militants of the National Democratic Front of Bodoland (NDFB) to escape to Myanmar and 25 incidents of violence were reported from September 2016-February 2017. AFSPA justification To justify the continuation of AFSPA in Assam, the Ministry had said in its notification that “the security situation in Assam remained vitiated due to the belligerent attitude of the underground groups including ULFA (I), NDFB (S), KLO and KPLT.” It said that in 2016, 33 persons including four security personnel were killed in Assam, 14 were abducted for ransom and 75 incidents of violence were reported.



sure the success of the Goods and Services Tax (GST)” regime. Mr. Modi had, in a strongly worded speech on Saturday, likened the role of CAs in modern India to that of lawyers who participated in big numbers in India’s freedom movement.



Reiterates appeal In the letter he reiterates that appeal to the professional core. “India’s CAs are well-known across the world for their skills. The CA community plays a big role in safeguarding the economic health of the country,” he



says. “CAs have a very important part to play in the creation of a New India, which is free from corruption and black money,” the letter says. It carries the link of Mr. Modi’s speech to ICAI members on Chartered Accountants Day in which he exhorted accountancy firms in India to break into the big four club of firms worldwide and also said that one lakh companies found funnelling black money were under the scanner. “Your signature carries immense faith, please do not break that trust that is placed in you,” Mr. Modi had



Vietnam hopes India will support freedom of navigation in South China Sea of navigation in South China Sea on the basis of international law and legal convention,” said the visiting leader.



Kallol Bhattacherjee NEW DELHI



Opening new possibilities in Southeast Asia, Vietnam on Tuesday asked India to play a greater role in ASEAN’s strategic and security affairs. Speaking at the Delhi Dialogue IX, a platform for discussion between ASEAN and India, Vietnamese Deputy Prime Minister Pham Binh Minh said that India should support freedom of navigation in the South China Sea on the basis of international law and conventions. “ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations)



Sushma Swaraj supports India to play a greater role in the political and security domain. We hope India will continue to partner our efforts for strategic security and freedom



Forum wants PwC out of projects Firm says it has always complied with the law, denies allegations



Leader on 2-day visit The Vietnamese leader who is on a two-day visit to Delhi, is also the Foreign Minister of his country and held talks with External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj. His comments in support of greater role for India in Southeast Asia came even as tension is building up between India and China across the Sikkim sector. “India and Vietnam share



NEW DELHI



‘Merely speculative’ In a statement, PwC denied the claims. “We deny the allegations made. PwC has always complied and will continue to comply with applicable laws and regulations and any suggestion to the contrary is merely speculative,” the firm said in a



Firm stand: Prashant Bhushan, centre, Admiral L. Ramdas, left, and Jagdeep Chhokar of the Citizens Whistle Blowers Forum in New Delhi on Tuesday. SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY *



statement to The Hindu. Mr. Bhushan said PwC had a significant role now in investigations into black money, Smart Cities, Digital India, and Make in India. He also raised questions about the Reserve Bank of India engaging PwC to audit its systems. “The governments want to give credibility to their accounts through such audit firms. Which firms could be more pliable for them than one whose officials can be sent behind bars or fined thousands of crores,” Mr. Bhushan asked. He said the Modi government appointed PwC as its consultant on black money



investigations through the Income Tax Department. “This despite, the firm found guilty by a Joint Parliamentary Committee ( JPC), even RBI, CBI and other agencies,” he said. “It has also been involved in fudging its own accounts and filing false reports for companies such as Satyam and Global Trust Bank and Vijay Mallya’s firms.” “Though a JPC recommended action against audit firms of PwC network, action has been pending for 14 years,” Mr. Bhushan said. The Supreme Court on January 10 ordered the Securities and Exchange Board of India to expedite its in-



quiry against PwC in the Satyam scam. The case had been languishing for the past seven years, he said. Both the CBI and the Serious Fraud Investigation Office found that PwC partners guilty of signing fudged accounts of Satyam. A sessions court suspended the sevenyear imprisonment awarded to them, and the case has not progressed since, he said. Similarly, in the case of United Spirits Ltd., then run by Vijay Mallya, there are allegations of funds being diverted from them, but PwC despite being its auditors was not acted upon, Mr. Bhushan said. He questioned how PwC was operating as an audit firm in India, since it was a foreign firm. “The company says it has nothing to do with a foreign entity by the same name and claims to be independent,” he said. However, he claimed to have seen evidence of ₹41 crore transfer from abroad to PwC India office in Kolkata that was later used by its partners to purchase an Indian chartered accountancy company. He also spoke about ₹500 crore sent to India by its Dutch arm.



political and economic interests. As the future unfolds we have reason to be optimistic. ASEAN will benefit from India’s experience of resolving maritime issues in a peaceful manner,” he said indicating at the dispute with China in the South China Sea region. In her speech, Ms. Swaraj said that ties with ASEAN is at the centre of India’s Act East Policy. “We place ASEAN at heart of our ‘Act East Policy’ and centre of our dream of an Asian century. ASEAN and India are natural partners,” she said.



Malabar war games to begin from July 10 Dinakar Peri



A group of whistle-blowers has questioned the Narendra Modi government’s move to appoint PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) in key projects and even the investigation into black money. The Citizens Whistle Blowers Forum said here on Tuesday that the professional services firm had been found guilty by parliamentary committees, various investigation agencies and courts, but its “government business is growing by leaps and bounds”. The founding members of the Citizens Whistle Blowers Forum are Justice (Retd.) A.P. Shah, Aruna Roy, E.A.S. Sharma, Admiral (Retd.) L. Ramdas, Prashant Bhushan and former Information Commissioner Wajahat Habibullah.



said in his speech, a barely veiled warning of a crackdown on dodgy accounting practices. Sources told The Hindu that wiping out black money and ending corrupt practices remained a priority for Mr. Modi. “It is an appeal to good professional practices,” said a source. The PM has also invited feedback from the CA community on accountancy issues related to the implementation of the GST, or what he termed as the “economic integration of India” during his speech in the Central Hall of Parliament.



‘ASEAN seeks greater role by India’



PDP hits out at NC Ruling Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) leader Nazir Ahmad Yatoo said, “The NC in order to score political mileage from the GST issue wants bloodshed under its garb. We don’t need lessons from the NC about safeguarding J&K’s autonomy,” said Mr. Yatoo. Meanwhile, many traders unfurled black flags on shops here against the GST as authorities detained several trade bodies’ leaders who tried to take out a protest march. “We will not allow J&K to lose its taxing rights,” Kashmir Chamber of Commerce and Industries spokesman Faiz Bakshi said.



Special Correspondent



Powers to Army The AFSPA gives powers to the Army and Central forces deployed in “disturbed areas” to kill anyone acting in contravention of law, arrest and search any premises without a warrant and provides cover to forces from prosecution and legal suits without the Centre’s sanction. It is effective in the whole of Nagaland, Assam, Manipur (excluding the seven Assembly constituencies of Imphal). In Arunachal Pradesh, it is in force in 16 police stations and in Tirap, Longding and Changlang districts bordering Assam. Tripura withdrew AFSPA in 2015. It is not in force in Meghalaya (except a 20kilometre area along the Assam border) and Mizoram. “The notification extending AFSPA in Assam and Arunachal Pradesh is issued for six months after a review twice a year. We have reduced this duration to three months and see if it could be withdrawn completely from certain areas. For the time being, the proposal is only for the two



could not be ascertained. Reports suggest multiple funerals were held for Jehangir, a resident of Chak Keller in Shopian district, where antiIndia and pro-freedom slogans were raised.



Combat black money, PM writes to CAs



Pandemonium in J&K Assembly over GST



Srinagar



threw stones. Scores were injured in clashes in the past 24 hours. Meanwhile, two slain militants were identified as Kifayat and Jehangir. The identity of the third



NEW DELHI



Even as the stand-off between the armies of India and China continues in Sikkim, the Indian Navy will join Japan and U.S. counterparts in the annual Malabar war games in the Indian Ocean from July 10 with a strong focus on Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) amid increasing forays by Chinese submarines into the region. “Three carriers from India, Japan and the U.S. will take part in the Malabar exercises off India in the Northern Indian Ocean. The harbour phase of the exercise will happen on July 10 at Chennai,” a senior official



said. In all, about 20 ships will take part in this edition of the games. The Indian Navy is fielding 7-8 warships. India’s only aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya will join the 10-day Malabar exercises for the first time and the U.S. is fielding its USS Nimitz aircraft carrier while Japan is bringing its largest helicopter carrier JS Izumo. The U.S. is also expected to have seven or eight ships. Japan is sending two ships for the exercise. The exercises will be closely monitored by China which has already sent an intelligence gathering ship to the Indian Ocean Region.



A ND-ND
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Spices, masala chai, Bollywood in the promised land For ‘second-generation’ Indian-Israelis, Narendra Modi’s visit represents a major recognition for the community in a country where they are still inding their feet Suhasini Haidar



The name of a flower



LOD (ISRAEL)



Narendra Modi may have advocated gifting “books over bouquets”, but Benjamin Netanyahu still believes in saying it with flowers. At their first stop after Mr. Modi landed in Tel Aviv, they went to the famous Danziger flower farm, where a new fast-growing Israeli flower was named after him, in a special gesture to mark the first visit of an Indian Prime Minister to the Jewish nation. The Israeli chrysanthemum will now be called “Modi”, officials here said. “New fast-growing Israeli chrysanthemum flower named in honour of PM Narendra Modi and will be called “Modi”. Indeed, a #GrowingPartnership!”, Israel’s Twitter handle said.



As she serves cups of spiced masala tea in her home in this small town outside Tel Aviv, the capital of Israel, Liora Itzhak says she has learned to blend her Indian origins with her Israeli upbringing. “When my parents moved here [with me], I picked up Hebrew first, and I would have to translate for them at shops and help them get around,” she says. Now, Ms. Itzhak is a professional singer, who has sung Bollywood film and Israeli pop songs. Her first full album, Mala Mala, making waves here. As a result of her growing popularity, Ms. Itzhak has been chosen to sing the Indian and Israeli national anthems at the diaspora event for Prime Minister Narendra Modi in Tel Aviv on Wednesday. Ms. Itzhak represents the fastest growing part of the Indian-Israeli community. An estimated 80,000 Jews migrated from various parts of India mostly in the 1960s and 1970s, and it’s the “second-generation” that grew up here. For them, the visit of Narendra Modi, the first Indian Prime Minister here, represents an important point of recognition for the community in a country where they are still finding their feet. “The community here is not that well off compared with those in the U.S. and the U.K. People moved here on the basis of their religion, not [for economic reasons],” Indian Ambassador to Israel Pavan Kapoor says.



Spread of the diaspora When they arrived here, as Bene Israelis from Maharashtra, Cochini Jews from Kerala, Baghdadi Jews and more recently, the B’nai Manache from Mizoram and Manipur, the community spread out according to the jobs available. Cochini Jews moved into farming communities, others found homes in the southern Negev desert town of Eilat,



IN BRIEF



Achal Kumar Joti to take over as new CEC



Remembering Holocaust victims Modi visits Yad Vashem Memorial Press Trust of India Jerusalem



Ceremonial reception: Prime Minister Narendra Modi being welcomed by his Israeli counterpart, Benjamin Netanyahu, right, at an oicial ceremony at the airport near Tel Aviv on Tuesday. AFP *



most of the Bene Israelis went into services such as engineering, hotels, restaurants and clerical work. Michael Daniel, 68, a municipal worker in the town of Be’er Ya’akov who came here as a 16-year-old student, says bringing them together for the diaspora event will be an uphill task. He has volunteered to round up the numbers, with nearly 5,000 expected. As he surveys the hall at the Tel Aviv fairgrounds, one of the chief organisers, Avner Isaac, says the logistics and funding have been the hardest part. Most Indian-Israelis one meets here say they would like to press both Prime Ministers for more flights (at present the El-Al airlines operates a flight only three days a week to Mumbai) and easier visa processes. But Mr. Isaac wants to ask for more: his dream is to build a “Jewish-Indian heritage centre” to curate the stories of the Indian community in Israel.



India has been speaking with greater candour in recent weeks about obstacles in its relationship with Britain, highlighting how efforts by the British government to take forward the relationship, particularly via a post-Brexit trade deal, could struggle. Just a week after Indian High Commissioner Y.K. Sinha warned that bilateral relations would struggle to progress without recognition from Britain that the centre of terrorism lay to India’s West, the High Commission here has expressed its concerns about plans for a rally to be held in the city of Birmingham to commemorate the first death anniversary of Burhan Wani, the Hizbul Mujahideen commander, on July 8.



U.S. rolls out expedited entry for Indians WASHINGTON



The U.S. has started rolling out for India its Global Entry programme which allows for expedited clearance of preapproved, low-risk travellers. Indian Ambassador to the U.S. Navtej Sarna on Monday became the first Indian national to enrol in the programme. With this, India has become the 11th country whose citizens are eligible to enrol in the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) initiative. PTI



CM YK



TEL AVIV



Ahead of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to Israel, the first ever by an Indian Prime Minister, Indian and Israeli officials stressed that defence ties and security cooperation, that have squired the bilateral relationship thus far, will be relegated to the back seat. The leaders will focus on a “nonsecurity” strategic partnership involving agriculture, water, tourism, science technology and space. Mr. Modi and Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu will travel to most events together and there will be “surprise opportunities” for them to use social media to speak to viewers online during the visit, officials said. In another departure from norm, official meetings



Vidya Ram



The Law Ministry on Tuesday issued a notification for the appointment of Election Commissioner Achal Kumar Joti, a 1975-batch IAS officer of Gujarat cadre, as the next Chief Election Commissioner (CEC). He will assume charge on July 6, a day after Dr. Nasim Zaidi demits office.



A Dhruv Advanced Light Helicopter of the Indian Air Force, with three personnel on board, went missing near Sagalee in Papum Pare district of Arunachal Pradesh on Tuesday. “The chopper was on a flood relief mission from Tezpur to Arunachal when it lost contact around 4 p.m.,” Indian Air Force sources said. Efforts to trace it are being hindered by inclement weather.



Suhasini Haidar



will be held at Jerusalem’s King David Hotel, where Mr. Modi is staying, and not at government offices. At the red carpet welcome at Tel Aviv airport, Mr. Netanyahu referred to an imminent announcement on space cooperation, likely to be an MoU between ISRO and Israel Space Agency (ISA) to launch satellites together. “The sky is not the limit for our relationship, given our plans in space together,” he said.



Personal connect In a play of words meant to imitate Mr. Modi’s penchant for acronyms, Mr. Netanyahu said the India-Israel relationship could be described as “I-square T-square” (Indian Talent and Israeli Technology; India-Israel ties for tomorrow). While neither defence co-



Concerned at rally plan in Birmingham for slain ultra Wani LONDON



NEW DELHI



Moving beyond security ties



India talks tough with U.K. on terrorism



NEW DELHI



IAF chopper goes missing in Arunachal Pradesh



Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited Yad Vashem Memorial here and honoured the victims of the Holocaust. Mr. Modi was accompanied by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu at Israel’s largest Holocaust memorial. “So that the light of humanity always shines through us. PM pays homage to 6 million lives lost in the Holocaust at Yad Vashem Memorial,” External Affairs Ministry spokesperson Gopal Baglay tweeted, along with the pictures of Mr. Modi at the memorial.



‘Note verbale’ The office of the Deputy High Commissioner Dinesh Patnaik sent a “note verbale” on the matter to the British Foreign Office on Monday. “We are concerned that in Britain where such terrorist incidents are taking place, their authorities would allow for the celebration of the death of a terrorist,” said Mr. Patnaik on Tuesday. The move, seen as an unusually candid one by India, highlights the country’s increasing willingness to highlight issues of tension between the two countries,



Y.K Sinha



as debate in Britain focuses almost solely on the untapped potential to enhance the trade deal between the two countries.



Reflects frustration Gareth Price of Chatham House said that India’s increased frankness likely reflected frustration about the fact that its message that bilateral relations went well beyond the economic realm to issues such as security and terrorism were not being heeded in Britain, despite efforts by India over the past decades to make its views plain. “It is almost like two different conversations are happening in parallel.” “These are things that India has been saying quite explicitly but no one seems to have listened to it on the British side. It hasn’t had the recognition India wants. We are back where we were in the 1980s where the issue of Sikh militants was one of the



biggest impediments to stronger relations.” Speaking at an event on post-Brexit opportunities between India and Britain last week, Mr. Sinha told delegates that there was an “undue focus” on the free trade agreement with India, and with the few FTAs India had signed globally, expecting one in the immediate aftermath of Brexit might be “expecting too much.” Other issues on terrorism, security and beyond also had to be confronted, he said, highlighting the issue of terrorism. “We’ve been facing terrorist attacks for decades…you were sceptical in the past about terrorist attacks we faced … all I can say is we must confront this.” He also raised the issue of Vijay Mallya, stating that Britain had become a “haven for fugitives from justice” as well as Britain’s willingness to tolerate “anti-India activity.” He said the argument that Britain was an open society that had to allow such activity to take place didn’t work, as India was a “robust democracy” but didn’t interfere in internal affairs of friends and allies. Wani, 22, was killed with two other militants in Anantnag district on July 8 last year, triggering protests across the Kashmir Valley, following a mission that security agencies described as the “biggest ever success” in recent times.



operation, nor the politically sensitive issue of Palestine was referred to, Mr. Modi made a personal reference to the issue of terrorism, recalling that Tuesday marked the 41st anniversary of Operation Entebbe — the daring military rescue of Israeli hostages from a plane held hostage by Palestinian militants in Uganda that was led by Mr. Netanyahu’s brother Jonathan, who was killed during the operation. “The gesture of PM Modi to remember the PM’s brother was thoughtful, and touched a chord,” Michael Oren, Deputy Minister in Mr. Netanyahu’s office told The Hindu.” Later on Tuesday, after a visit to the Israel Holocaust memorial, Mr Modi said, “Yad Vashem is a reminder of the unspeakable evil inflicted generations ago.”



Memorial ceremony The two leaders walked through the Hall of Names, containing photographs and names of the Holocaust victims, and the Children’s Memorial and participated in a memorial ceremony in the Hall of Remembrance. Following the visit, Netanyahu suggested that they visit Binyamin Ze’ev



(Theodor) Herzl’s grave and Mr. Modi agreed to it. Theodor Herzl was an Austro-Hungarian journalist, playwright, political activist and writer, who was one of the fathers of the modern political Zionism, a movement to establish a Jewish homeland. Yad Vashem started as an organisation in 1953 on the slopes of the Mount of Remembrance near Jerusalem, as a form of reference to future generations, documenting the memory of Holocaust victims and the history of the Jewish people during the tragic time. The museum occupies over 4,200 square metres — mainly underground — and emphasises the experiences of the individual victims through original artefacts, survivor testimonies and personal possessions. Shaped as a prism penetrating the mountain, the new Yad Vashem opened in 2005. Its architecture sets the atmosphere for the nine chilling galleries of interactive historical displays.



Play of colours As Narendra Modi came down from Air India One to meet his Israeli counterpart, Benjamin Netanyahu, many journalists were heard asking if the colour of his bandgala suit, white with a pocket silk in deep blue, signified the colours of the Israeli flag. During U.S. President Barack Obama’s visit to Delhi in January 2015, most had commented on Mr. Modi’s suit which had his name embroidered on it, but failed to notice his pocket silk at the time, which on closer view revealed a red, white and blue scarf, with stripes and stars on it, bearing resemblance to the U.S. flag.



Spice and Shalom



Poignant moment: Narendra Modi pays tribute at the Yad Vashem Memorial in Jerusalem on Tuesday. REUTERS *



When Narendra Modi travels abroad, an Indian chef is on call, as the Prime Minister is known to eat only Indian food. In New York in 2014, for example, Michelin Star chef Vikas Khanna produced the meal for a high-power dinner for American CEOs. In Israel, Mr. Modi has the help of some “in-house” talent. However, at the King David hotel, where he is staying, the vegetarian menu will be overseen by Reena Pushkarna, the owner of several tandoori restaurants in Israel.



Incursions by PLA rose in 2017 Indian forces now more vigilant; Chinese patrols more aggressive Vijaita Singh New Delhi



There has been a marginal increase in transgressions this year by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) along the disputed India-China border from the 2016 figure, a senior government official said on Tuesday. The official said there was a 20-25% increase in transgressions by the Chinese PLA till May this year, particularly in Ladakh and Arunachal Pradesh. On an average, nearly 300 transgressions are reported along the China border due to “difference in perception”.



Long-range patrols Over the years, both sides have developed a strategy of sending long patrols into disputed areas in summer months to assert their claims for sovereignty. According to sources, these patrols are undertaken at eight of the



On vigil: A ile photo of jawans keeping a watch along the Indo-China border at Bumla in Arunachal Pradesh. AP *



key disputed locations, mostly in Ladakh and Arunachal Pradesh and are believed to enjoy political sanction. There are two possible explanations for the increase this year. First, Indian troops have improved their observation of the presence of Chinese patrols in disputed areas. Second, the Chinese have stepped up border patrols as part of an aggressive posture along the border. The standoff between the



Indian Army and the Chinese PLA at Doklam on the China-Sikkim-Bhutan trijunction near Nathu La has now continued for over 20 days. Earlier, an official had said the standoff was an attempt by China to “exert” itself in areas, which were not prone to transgressions or disputes.



Army seeks control The Army, which is posted with the Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) force along



the China border, has been seeking full operational control for the past few years. The ITBP is a central armed police force, under the administrative control of Home Ministry. “We have said no to the proposal as the ITBP is a central force. As of now, there is no movement on the proposal and we would oppose any such move,” said a senior Home Ministry official. Along the Ladakh border, India sticks mostly to a boundary drawn by British civil servant W.H. Johnson in 1865, which showed Aksai Chin as part of J&K. China disputes this claim and in the 1950s and built a road connecting Xinjiang and Tibet which ran through Aksai Chin. In northeast India, New Delhi sticks to the McMahon Line. China claims that McMahon Line has no legal standing and claims Arunachal Pradesh as part of Tibet.



Chinese envoy rules out compromise Press Trust of India New Delhi



China on Tuesday said there was no scope for a “compromise” in the military standoff with India in the Sikkim area, and placed the onus on New Delhi to resolve the “grave” situation. In unusually blunt remarks, China’s Ambassador to India Luo Zhaohui said, “the ball is in India’s court” and it was for the Indian government to decide on options to resolve the standoff.



Asked about remarks in official Chinese media and from think- tanks that the conflict could lead to a “war” if not handled properly, Mr Luo said in an interview to PTI. There has been talk about this option, that option. It is up to your government policy (whether to exercise military option), he said. However, he made it clear that there was no scope for a “compromise” on the issue. “The first priority is that



Indian troops unconditionally pull back to the Indian side of the boundary. That is the precondition for any meaningful dialogue between China and India,” he said. Indian and Chinese troops have been engaged in a standoff in the Dokalam area near the Bhutan tri-junction for past 19 days after the Chinese army’s attempts to construction party came to build a road in the area. “The situation is grave



and made me deeply worried. It is the first time that Indian troops have crossed the mutually recognised boundary and trespassed into China’s territory, triggering a close range face off... Now 19 days have passed, but the situation still has not eased,” Mr. Luo said. He also asserted that India has no right to interfere with the China-Bhutan boundary talks, nor is it entitled to make territorial claims on behalf of Bhutan. A ND-ND
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ELSEWHERE



North Korea claims it tested intercontinental missile U.S. analysis says the weapon can potentially be powerful enough to reach Alaska



Is Trump-Modi bonhomie dividing Indian-Americans? Community representatives see Indo-U.S. ties divergently Varghese K. George



Associated Press



Juncker slams EU Parliament as ‘ridiculous’ STRASBOURG



European Commission chief Jean-Claude Juncker launched a blistering attack on Tuesday on a nearly empty European Parliament, sparking bitter exchanges with him. "The European Parliament is ridiculous, totally ridiculous," Juncker told the chamber. AFP



Isolated Qatar plans gas output boost DOHA



The energy-rich Gulf nation of Qatar, facing further isolation from its neighbours amid an ongoing diplomatic rift, said on Tuesday it planned to boost production of liqueied natural gas by 30% over the coming years. OPEC member Qatar is the world’s largest producer of liqueied natural gas. AP



U.S.-led forces breach wall at Raqqa’s Old City



SEOUL



North Korea on Tuesday claimed it successfully testlaunched its first intercontinental ballistic missile, a potential game-changing development in what may be the world’s most dangerous nuclear stand-off and, if true, a direct rebuke to U.S. President Donald Trump’s earlier declaration that such a test “won’t happen!” The launch appeared to be North Korea’s most successful missile test yet. A U.S. scientist examining the height and distance said the missile could potentially be powerful enough to reach Alaska. In typically heated rhetoric, North Korea’s Academy of Defence Science said the test of an ICBM the Hwasong-14 marked the “final step” in creating a “confident and powerful nuclear state that can strike anywhere on Earth.”



In deiance: This picture released by North Korea's oicial Korean Central News Agency on Tuesday shows the test-iring of the intercontinental ballistic missile. AFP *



It will be difficult to confirm many details about what happened. U.S., South Korean and Japanese officials earlier assessed that the North fired an intermediaterange missile into waters near Japan. Japanese Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihide Suga declined to comment on whether Japan thinks it was



indeed an ICBM, and South Korea’s Defence Ministry said it was analysing whether the North’s statement was accurate.



Disguised tests North Korea has previously launched satellites in what critics said were disguised tests of its long-range missile technology. A test-launch of



an ICBM, however, would be a major step in developing nuclear—armed missiles that could reach anywhere in the United States. The launch sends a political warning to Washington and its chief Asian allies, Seoul and Tokyo, while also allowing North Korean scientists a chance to perfect their still-incomplete nuclear missile program. It came on the eve of the U.S. Independence Day holiday. Soon after the morning launch, President Trump responded on Twitter: “North Korea has just launched another missile. Does this guy have anything better to do with his life? Hard to believe that South Korea and Japan will put up with this much longer. Perhaps China will put a heavy move on North Korea and end this nonsense once and for all!” “This guy” presumably refers to North Korean leader Kim Jong Un.



Washington



Prime Minster Narendra Modi and U.S. President Donald Trump were effusive in praising each other during their joint media appearance on June 26, and both underscored the similarities between their politics and styles. The bonhomie between the two leaders, however, has put many Indian-Americans, who are critical of Mr. Trump but root for Mr. Modi, in a dilemma, even as the section that argues that both leaders are of the same ilk were jubilant after the meeting. Founder of the Republican Hindu Coalition Shalabh Shalli Kumar, whose Twitter handle identifies him as the “bridge between Trump and Modi” represents the second argument. Personal rapport and chemistry are of limited value in power relations and what matters is the match in philosophies, he said.



BEIRUT



U.S.-backed Syrian forces have breached the wall around Raqqa’s Old City, the U.S. military said on Tuesday, marking a major advance in the battle to drive IS militants out of their self-declared capital. The U.S. Central Command said the coalition struck two “small portions” of the Raiqah Wall. AP



‘Putin, Trump to meet on Friday’ Moscow



seizure of Crimea from Ukraine in 2014.



Russian President Vladimir Putin is set to hold a first meeting with U.S. leader Donald Trump on Friday on the sidelines of the G20 summit in Hamburg, the Kremlin said on Tuesday. “It has been agreed for July 7,” top Kremlin aide Yury Ushakov was quoted as saying by Russian news agencies, without giving further details. The much-hyped maiden encounter between the two leaders comes as Mr. Trump’s camp is under intense scrutiny over any links



to the Kremlin. Ties between Washington and Moscow plunged to their lowest point since the Cold War after the Kremlin’s



Lavishing praise Mr. Trump repeatedly pledged to work to improve ties with Russia during his presidential campaign, lavishing praise on strongman leader Putin. But hopes have waned in Moscow of an imminent improvement in ties with the U.S., as accusations that Mr. Putin ordered a hacking and influenced campaign to get Mr. Trump elected have made any links to Moscow politically toxic for the White House.



Chinese man wins lawsuit over forced gay conversion therapy



1 dead, 6 hurt in France shooting



He was coercively admitted by his wife and relatives in 2015



Agence France-Presse



French government wins conidence vote PARIS



French President Emmanuel Macron's government sailed through a vote of conidence on Tuesday, with 370 Members of Parliament in the 577-seat National Assembly choosing to vote in favour to 67 against and 129 abstaining. AFP



Agence France-Presse



faction with the outcome but declined to discuss the case, saying his firm asked him not to speak to media. Yu declined to comment.



Associated Press Beijing



A gay man in central China has successfully sued a mental hospital over forced conversion therapy, in what activists are hailing as the first such victory in a country where the LGBT rights movement is gradually emerging from the fringes. A court in Zhumadian in Henan province ordered a city mental hospital to publish a public apology in local newspapers and pay the 38year-old man 5,000 yuan ($735) in compensation. The man, surnamed Yu, had been forcibly admitted to the institution in 2015 by his wife and relatives and diagnosed with “sexual preference disorder,” court documents show. He was forced to take medicine and receive injections before finally walking free after 19 days.



Hanoi to ban motorbikes by 2030



Vladimir Putin



Gay rights campaigners act out electric shock treatment during a protest in Beijing. AP *



In its relatively narrow ruling, the court did not weigh in on the practice of gay conversion therapy or account for Yu’s sexual orientation. The court said forcing Yu into a mental institution if he did not pose a danger to himself or others amounted to “infringing on the plaintiff ’s right to individual freedom.” When reached by phone, Yu’s lawyer expressed satis-



Removed from list China removed homosexuality from its list of recognised mental illnesses more than 15 years ago, but stories are rife of families admitting their relatives for conversion therapy. Gay rights activists say the case marks the first victory against a public mental institution for compulsory therapy against a patient’s will. In 2014, a Beijing man named Peng Yanhui checked himself into a conversion clinic to investigate its advertised electroshock treatments. Mr. Peng then sued the clinic and won a $500 decision from a Beijing court for the suffering he endured.



Boko Haram kidnaps 37 Niger women Agence France-Presse Niamey



Boko Haram jihadists have kidnapped 37 women and slit the throats of nine other people at a village in southeastern Niger, the regional governor said on Tuesday. The attack happened on Sunday at the village of Ngalewa, near the border with Nigeria, the governor of Diffa region, Laouali Mahamane Dan Dano, told state TV. The assailants came on foot for stealth.



‘Match in philosophies’ “Politicians — Modi is a great politician — learn the art of establishing a rapport, and he did so with [Barack] Obama also. But what did Obama give him? Between President Trump and PM Modi, there is a match in political philosophies,” Mr. Kumar told The Hindu. “Things are moving in the right direction between India and the U.S.” Nish Acharya, who served in the administrations of Bill Clinton and Mr. Obama, has a different take. “I don’t think there was any real bonhomie. There were three hugs in the last count, but nothing really happened. Hillary Clinton would have been a great partner, and



Growing closer: Narendra Modi hugs Donald Trump at the White House during his visit to the U.S. last month. REUTERS *



she would have ensured continuity in U.S-India ties,” said Mr. Acharya, who is critical of Mr. Trump’s policies, which he terms “exclusionary.” On the contrary, Mr. Modi’s politics is to empower the poor and the middle class, he said. “Modi is a very shrewd politician. He managed it [the meeting] well, and that is what we saw as the bonhomie. The fact is that Trump has no people in place to manage relations with India,” he said.



Differing world views Asked whether Mr. Modi and Mr. Trump shared the same world view, Mr. Acharya said: “That is factually incorrect. The BJP, in terms of its policy, is much much closer to the Democrats than they are to the Republicans. In fact, if you look at most of the things Modi has done, like demonetisation and GST, all of this was done to empower people and connect them to the system. His policies are all to empower the poor and the middle class in the economy. The BJP is probably to the Left of Democrats.” Mr. Acharya, however,



agreed that both Mr. Trump and Mr. Modi promote religious national identity. “As a political strategy, that is something that they share. But Trump’s nationalism does not include people like Modi or me in it. They [the BJP] are certainly Hindu-first and India-first, but how exclusionary is it? One on hand, he is inviting FDI and welcoming American companies, and on the other, he is socially conservative, promoting upper-class Hindu agenda. But in actual practice, they are pretty different,” he said. The Democrat said since people in the White House “did not care for the same things” that the Modi government cares about, such as climate change, the ties were going to be “slow and boring” in the immediate future. Mr. Kumar pointed out that the trip was extremely successful and built on Mr. Trump’s appearance at the Indian-American rally he had organised last October. The Trump administration has accepted that a “militarily strong India is good for the region, and defence equipment purchases will now pick up speed.”



Toulouse



One person was shot dead and six others were injured, two seriously, when a gunman opened fire in the southern French city of Toulouse late on Monday, a local source said. Local press reported that a gunman on a scooter opened fire at around 9 p.m. local time in the La Reynerie district of Toulouse. “No possibilities are ruled out, but there is at this stage no indication of any terrorist element” connected to the incident, the official said. The favoured theory is that the shooting was a revenge killing, a source close to the enquiry said. Local officials said extra security had been deployed to the area. Last year, La Reynerie district, in the southwest of Toulouse, was the scene of two shooting incidents.



Sharif’s son appears before Panamagate probe panel



Agence France-Presse Hanoi



Officials in Vietnam’s traffic-choked capital Hanoi vowed on Tuesday to banish motorbikes by 2030 to ease environment and congestion woes, a decision that swiftly divided a city where two-wheelers are the main means of transportation. Hanoi is famed for legions of motorbikes — sometimes stacked with entire families or overloaded with deliveries — that clog roads in a fastgrowing city with limited public transportation. There are five million motorbikes among a population of about seven million, compared to half a million cars on the road. In a country where the average annual wage is still around $2,200, the affordability of motorbikes makes them ubiquitous. CM YK



2 JIT members leave for Qatar to record prince’s statement Press Trust of India Islamabad



Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif ’s elder son Hussain Nawaz on Tuesday appeared for the sixth time before a Joint Investigation Team ( JIT) probing the highprofile Panamagate graft case against his family. Hussain Nawaz arrived at the Federal Judicial Academy and was questioned by the JIT set up by the Supreme Court. As the JIT deadline of July 10 approaches, two members of the six-member JIT on Tuesday left for Qatar to record the statement of prince Sheikh Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al-Thani. Irfan Naeem Mangi from the National Accountability Bureau and Brigardier Kamran Khurshid from Military Intelligence departed for



Hussain Nawaz



Doha early this morning on Qatar Airways flight, the Dawn reported.



Money-laundering The Qatari prince had written two letters to the Supreme Court in which he said that late Muhammad Sharif, father of Nawaz Sharif, had invested 12 million dirham in the real estate business of royal family. In its judgement of April



20 in the Panama Papers case, the Supreme Court had constituted a JIT and empowered it to summon the Prime Minister, his sons and any other person necessary, to investigate allegations of money-laundering, through which the four apartments in London’s posh Park Lane area were purchased. According to letters by the Qatari royal, the money invested by the late Sharif was returned to the family with profits. The Sharifs have maintained that the same money was used to buy the London property. Meanwhile, PM Sharif ’s daughter Maryam Nawaz is set to appear on Wednesday for the first time before the Supreme Court-appointed team probing the graft case. A ND-ND
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market watch 04-07-2017



% CHANGE



Sensex dddddddddddddddddddddd 31,209 ddddddddddddd -0.04 US Dollar dddddddddddddddddddd 64.74 ddddddddddddddd0.21 Gold ddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 29,310 ddddddddddddd -0.30 Brent oil ddddddddddddddddddddd 49.74 ddddddddddddddd1.09



‘Display new GST price on products’ Manufacturers need to place an advertisement in a local newspaper if prices are increased Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



NIFTY 50 PRICE CHANGE



ACC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1580.65. . . . . . . . -6.95 Adani Ports. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 371.70. . . . . . . . . 3.70 Ambuja Cements. . . .. . . . . . 249.10. . . . . . . . . 1.65 Asian Paints. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1108.55. . . . . . -11.70 Aurobindo Pharma . . . . . . 677.80. . . . . . . . -7.45 Axis Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 508.40. . . . . . . . -8.85 Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2769.65. . . . . . -19.70 Bank of Baroda . . . . . .. . . . . . 159.35. . . . . . . . -2.50 Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 379.30. . . . . . . . -2.75 Bosch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23511.40. . . . . . . . . 3.60 BPCL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 657.20. . . . . . . . . 7.85 Cipla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 545.05. . . . . . . . -6.80 Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246.75. . . . . . . . -2.10 Dr Reddy’s Lab . . . . . . .. . . . 2623.70. . . . . . -58.85 Eicher Motors. . . . . . . . .. 27850.95. . . . . . . 84.15 GAIL (India). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 365.35. . . . . . . . -1.75 HCL Tech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 841.55. . . . . . . . . 3.40 HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1640.65. . . . . . . 19.00 HDFC Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1653.35. . . . . . . . -5.25 Hero MotoCorp . . . . . .. . . . 3703.35. . . . . . -72.75 Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198.40. . . . . . . . . 1.75 Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1088.10. . . . . . . . -9.65 Indiabulls HFL . . . . . . . .. . . . 1051.15. . . . . . -24.15 ICICI Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289.50. . . . . . . . -0.55 IndusInd Bank . . . . . . . .. . . . 1497.80. . . . . . . . . 6.85 Bharti Infratel . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 401.55. . . . . . . . . 3.80 Infosys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 962.15. . . . . . . 10.25 Indian OilCorp . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 381.85. . . . . . . . -5.05 ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 337.25. . . . . . . . -5.25 Kotak Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 958.80. . . . . . . . . 9.95 L&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1683.35. . . . . . . . -3.90 Lupin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1043.90. . . . . . -10.60 M&M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1355.15. . . . . . -11.30 Maruti Suzuki . . . . . . . . .. . . . 7376.15. . . . . . . 22.15 NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158.05. . . . . . . . . 1.30 ONGC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159.90. . . . . . . . . 0.80 PowerGrid Corp . . . . .. . . . . . 210.70. . . . . . . . -0.75 Reliance Ind . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1421.95. . . . . . . 40.90 State Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273.00. . . . . . . . -1.85 Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 552.45. . . . . . . . . 0.45 Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 426.90. . . . . . . . -3.35 Tata Motors DVR. . . .. . . . . . 263.00. . . . . . . . -3.05 Tata Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.20. . . . . . . . . 0.80 Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 547.55. . . . . . . . -3.05 TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2366.85. . . . . . . . -6.75 Tech Mahindra . . . . . . .. . . . . . 377.70. . . . . . . . -3.55 UltraTech Cement . .. . . . 4019.05. . . . . . . 20.20 Vedanta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255.25. . . . . . . . . 0.95 Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260.00. . . . . . . . . 0.40 YES Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1485.05. . . . . . . . -7.70 Zee Entertainment . . . . . . 491.40. . . . . . . . . 0.90



EXCHANGE RATES Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m. on July 04 CURRENCY



TT BUY



TT SELL



US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 64.53. . . . . . . 64.85 Euro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 73.20. . . . . . . 73.56 British Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 83.45. . . . . . . 83.86 Japanese Yen (100) . .. . 57.02. . . . . . . 57.30 Chinese Yuan . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 9.49. . . . . . . . . 9.54 Swiss Franc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 66.83. . . . . . . 67.16 Singapore Dollar . . . . . . .. . 46.65. . . . . . . 46.92 Canadian Dollar . . . . . . . . .. . 49.67. . . . . . . 49.94 Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . .. . 15.01. . . . . . . 15.10 Source:Indian Bank



BULLION RATES



CHENNAI



July 04 rates in rupees with previous rates in parentheses Retail Silver (1g) . . . . . . . . . . . 40.30. . . . . (41.30) 22 ct gold (1 g) . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2,724. . . . . (2,745)



The prices of products made before July 1, whose tax burden has increased under the Goods and Services Tax, can be increased as long as manufacturers advertise the increase in a local newspaper, the Consumer Affairs Ministry said on Tuesday. In case the price has to be lowered post-GST, manufacturers do not need to place advertisements in the local newspaper, Consumer Affairs Secretary Avinash Srivastava said. The provision to use goods manufactured before July 1 will extend for three months, Mr. Srivastava added. “GST implementation may result in some price changes,” Mr. Srivastava said while briefing the media on Tuesday. “If the price increases, the manufacturer or vendor has to place two advertisements in the local newspaper saying that the price increase is because of



Taking stock: The government has set up a Feedback and Action Room at the Ministry of Finance. PTI *



the new tax system. They will also have to place a sticker with the new price on the product.”



Sticker price “In case the price is lower, then the manufacturer has to paste the sticker, but need not place advertisements,” Mr. Srivastava added. “After GST came into ef-



fect, the prices of some items have gone up while the prices of others have come down,” Minister of Food & Public Distribution and Consumer Affairs Ram Vilas Paswan tweeted on Tuesday. “The benefits of decreased prices, by reduction of tax after imposition of GST, should reach the consumers.”



AirAsia India eyes proit in 2019 Malaysian airline’s unit plans to expand leet to 20 aircraft by the end of 2018 Lalatendu Mishra MUMBAI



Budget airline AirAsia India has embarked on a growth path with a target to turn profitable by 2019, a top official said. “We hope to be profitable by 2019,” said Amar Abrol, Managing Director & CEO, AirAsia (India) Ltd. “Already 60% of our routes are making gross profits. We are moving towards profitability step-by-step. We are investing heavily to grow our operation,” he added. He said the company had been keeping tight control over expenses and had the lowest cost of operation among all airlines. Besides, it has the quickest turnaround



Fixed route: The airline has no plans to get into regional connectivity and wants to stick to its Airbus A320 leet.



time in the industry allowing for aircraft to stay airborne for the most part of the day. “Our turnaround time is 25 minutes and our aircraft are in air for 14 hours a day,” he said. AirAsia India, which was



*



PTI



slow in inducting aircraft in the first two years of operations, has expanded capacity rapidly and has plans for a fleet of 20 aircraft by the end of 2018. Until April last year, it had a fleet of 6 aircraft, growing



UDAY covers 97% of discom debt: Centre



Jyoti Structures faces bankruptcy action



‘86% of restructurable debt revamped’



NCLT okays proceedings against irm



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



About 97% of the total outstanding debt of all state power distribution companies (discoms) has been covered under the Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana (UDAY), the government announced on Tuesday. So far, 86% of the restructurable debt has been revamped under the scheme. “As on September 30, 2015, the total debt of all state-owned discoms was ₹3.95 lakh crore,” according to a statement by the Ministry of Power. “The 26 states and 1 UT which have joined the UDAY scheme account for total outstanding debt of ₹3.82 lakh crore. Hence, about 97% of the total outstanding debt of all State discoms has been covered under UDAY,” the statement added. The Ministry also added that the total liability opted for restructuring by the states through the issuance



“We have granted relaxation till 30.9.17 to industry under Packaged Commodities Rules to write new MRP on items of reduced prices due to GST,” the minister said in subsequent tweets. “New MRP should be mentioned on the items where prices have increased due to GST so that the consumers can be aware of the impact of GST. The shopkeepers not mentioning MRP revised because of GST will be liable for legal action.” Also speaking at the press conference, Revenue Secretary Hasmukh Adhia said that the implementation of the new indirect tax regime was progressing smoothly and that the government had set up a Feedback and Action Room in the Ministry of Finance. “All state and central subordinate offices have been told to pass on to the Feedback and Control Room if they are aware of any lingering problems that are arising



of bonds was ₹2.69 lakh crore. “So far, states have already issued bonds of the entire ₹2.09 lakh crore and discoms have issued bonds worth ₹0.23 lakh crore,” the statement added. “Bonds worth ₹0.37 lakh crore are yet to be issued by various discoms. Hence, about 86% of the restructurable debt of states has been restructured so far under UDAY.”



National average The national average of aggregate technical and commercial (AT&C) losses (from all UDAY states) stood at 20.2% in FY17, according to the government, which added that billing efficiency has increased by two percentage points, from 81% in FY16 to 83% in FY17. The release also noted that the difference between the average cost of supply (ACS) and the average revenue realised (ARR) had come down in the last year.



Piyush Pandey MUMBAI



The National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) on Tuesday approved bankruptcy proceedings against Mumbai based EPC firm Jyoti Structures, making it the first among the 12 cases referred by the central bank under India’s new Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016 (IBC). The NCLT’s order on Sadashiv D. Kshirsagar-led Jyoti Structures, with debt of ₹7,000 crore, came as its lead banker SBI had filed an insolvency application last week. The tribunal approved consulting firm BDO India to manage Jyoti Structures in the interim, as suggested by the lead banker SBI.



Buyer’s offer The company did not oppose the insolvency application but said since it had an offer from a prospective buyer which could be con-



to 11 now. “By Diwali this year, we will have 14 aircraft and we will have a fleet of 20 aircraft by the end of 2018,” Mr. Abrol said. He said with this, the airline will be eligible to fly international and the natural choice would be to fly into destinations in South-East Asia where the AirAsia group is already present. The airline is most likely to fly international in 2019. In the domestic market, the airline will prefer to increase frequencies on its existing routes rather than opening new sectors. It has no plans to get into the regional connectivity scheme as it wants to stick to its Airbus A320 fleet.



in the implementation,” Mr. Adhia said. “We are also closely monitoring the price and supply situation.”



Officers to monitor The Revenue Secretary also said that, from Wednesday, 175 officers in the government at the level of Joint Secretary and Additional Secretary would be assigned 4-5 districts that they would have to monitor in order to ensure smooth implementation of GST. They would report to the Cabinet Secretary. “A Central Monitoring Committee has been constituted comprising 15 secretaries from departments that are in direct contact with consumers, to monitor commodity pricing and client groups,” he said. “The Cabinet Secretary will meet the Committee once a week on Tuesday.” The Centre will also organise a 6-day ‘GST master class’ on Doordarshan from Thursday.



Won’t be muzzled, says Mistry Special Correspondent MUMBAI



Cyrus Mistry on Tuesday said he would not be ‘muzzled’ by ‘attempts to interfere with judicial proceedings’. “The move by the Tata Trustees to attempt to muzzle and interfere with legal proceedings faced by them” would be appropriately dealt with, according to a statement from Mr. Mistry’s office. Earlier, a lower court issued summons to Mr. Mistry and other directors of Cyrus Investments on a criminal defamation complaint filed by the Tata Trusts’ managing trustee R. Venkataramanan.



Tap GST for jobs data, says PM’s task force ‘5-year surveys must be scrapped’ Yuthika Bhargava NEW DELHI



The Centre could use lakhs of firms registered under the new Goods and Services Tax (GST) as the sample frame to capture employment data through a new Annual Survey of Enterprises, the task force to improve India’s data on jobs set up by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has recommended. The traditional Employment-Unemployment Surveys carried out by the National Sample Survey Office (NSSO) every five years must be scrapped, the task force led by NITI Aayog vice chairman Arvind Panagariya, which is expected to submit its report to the Prime Minister’s Office soon, is learnt to have recommended. The last such survey was carried out in 2011-12 and the one due in 2016-17 was skipped.



Labour force survey Instead, a new periodic labour force survey (the first one has already begun this April) will be conducted annually to provide estimates of labour force, employment, unemployment, nature of employment and industry. To get more frequent employment trends data, an urban module of this survey will be updated every quarter. Apart from a new GSTbacked Survey approach, the task force — constituted this May amidst criticism about the lack of adequate new jobs in the economy — has called for a fresh definition of formal employment to include any person who gets a Form 16 reflecting income tax deductions at source. Besides including anyone who is issued a form 16 to reflect income tax deductions at source, the task force has said, “Workers



Keeping track: A periodic labour force survey will be done annually. REUTERS *



covered under any one of the The Employees’ State Insurance Act, 1948 or EPF and miscellaneous Provision Act 1952, government and other public sector employees, workers having coverage under private insurance or pension schemes of PFs,” be considered formal workers. The task force has reasoned that the GST Network (GSTN) will include enterprises of all sizes in the goods and services sectors with turnover exceeding ₹20 lakh, an official told The Hindu, adding that continuous updating of GSTN will provide for an updated sample frame. More than 80 lakh firms are registered with the GSTN already. A subset of the GSTN database-backed surveys could be used to generate monthly or quarterly enterprise-based employment estimates, the task force pointed out. For firms outside the GST net, the Panagariyaled task force has recommended separate annual surveys and an economic census every three years. A time use survey should also be conducted at threeyear intervals to provide data on the time spent in various occupations and non-market activities. If the inputs are implemented, India will be able to generate reliable estimates of a number of critical variables for informed policy making.



sidered before the insolvency proceedings. Amit Vyas, counsel for Jyoti Structures told The Hindu: “We have an offer from a prospective buyer and requested the tribunal that the offer should be placed before the insolvency resolution professional by the the promoters of the company. “The company will get better valuation as a going concern than the value of assets and the offer should be considered by the committee of creditors. The tribunal, accepting our view, admitted the case.” Mr. Vyas didn’t name the buyer citing confidentiality. However, the lenders failed to find any prospective buyer for the debt-laden firm after invoking RBI’s strategic debt restructuring (SDR) norms in 2015. The firm posted a loss of ₹1,483 crore in FY17, of which ₹730 crore was recorded in the March quarter.



H-1B didn’t igure in Modi-Trump talks India not keen to jeopardise larger Indo-U.S. strategic relationship for visas Vikas Dhoot NEW DELHI



India did not raise any concerns about President Donald Trump’s executive order to stop visa abuses that led to curbs on issuance of H-1B visas for the country’s IT workers, according to a top source who said the ‘issue was notable for its absence” during Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s U.S. visit. The Indian delegation’s strategic silence is being seen as a signal that the government is not keen to jeopardise the larger Indo-U.S. strategic relationship over a ‘small piece’ even as Indian IT firms are tweaking their business models to cope with the changed circumstances, the source said. “In any case, the H-1B programme is undergoing a leCM YK



Counter point: Technology CEOs are said to have met Mr. Trump and made a pitch to retain the H-1B scheme. REUTERS *



gislative review and there’s not much the executive branch can do,” the source said. “India may suffer disproportionately from changes to the H-1B visa regime, but that’s because it had also gained disproportionately from the 25-year old programme that allows



U.S. tech companies to import skilled labour for skill sets that aren’t locally available,” the source said.



‘Reading tea leaves’ “But the programme was never meant to be an entitlement for one particular country. A lot of our IT CEOs



in India, reading the tea leaves on the mood in Washington, have been saying we need to use this as an opportunity to change our business model that has become a little stale,” the source said. Another official said the outcomes of the legislative review process of the H-1B programme could go either way, so it was better to wait and watch. “Maybe, more Americans can do those jobs that couldn’t be done locally 25 years ago. But a lot of U.S. companies still say they need the H-1B programme. “In June, a group of technology sector corporate czars, including Apple’s Tim Cook, met President Trump and made the pitch on why they still need it,” according to the source. A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Oicers’ body opposes central bank CFO plan



‘Snapdeal spurns ofer by Flipkart’



Says post is neither a statutory nor a legal requirement



Snapdeal’s board is believed to have rejected a takeover offer of $800-850 million (about ₹5,500 crore) from larger e-commerce rival Flipkart. According to sources privy to the development, Flipkart has completed the due diligence process and has made an offer of $800850 million to buy Snapdeal. However, the offer was rejected by the Snapdeal’s board which felt the amount undervalued the company given that the due diligence report was ‘clean’. “The first offer has been rejected but talks are still on. It is an ongoing discussion,” said one of the sources. When contacted, Snapdeal, SoftBank and Flipkart declined to comment. SoftBank, Snapdeal’s largest investor, has been proactively mediating the sale for the past few months.



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA NEW DELHI



GTPL Hathway lists at 1.15% premium



MANOJIT SAHA



NEW DELHI



MUMBAI



Shares of GTPL Hathway, a cable TV and broadband services provider, on Tuesday opened at the issue price of ₹170 on debut day on the NSE, but rose 1.15% to close at ₹171.95. Intra-day, the scrip touched a high of ₹175 and a low of ₹162. The scrip ended at ₹171.65 on the BSE. GTPL Hathway’s ₹485-crore IPO was subscribed 1.53 times during June 21-23. PTI



The Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) decision to appoint a chief financial officer (CFO) is facing stiff opposition as its officers’ association has questioned the move on the grounds that such a requirement is neither a statutory nor a legal mandate. In May, the Reserve Bank of India invited applications for the post of CFO with the rank of an executive director from outside the organisation. The RBI had said the CFO would be responsible for accurate and timely presentation and reporting of financial information of the central bank, and establishing accounting policies and procedures and ensuring compliance with regulations. In a letter to Governor Urjit Patel, Reserve Bank of India Officers’ Association said the move to induct a CFO came as an “unpleasant shock” as they were not clear about the intended purpose for the move.



ICICI ends Fairfax JV ahead of Lombard IPO NEW DELHI



ICICI Bank on Tuesday said the joint venture agreement with Fairfax Financial Holdings has been terminated ahead of the IPO of ICICI Lombard General Insurance Company — a JV between the two entities. A Termination Agreement is customary ahead of an IPO. It is executed for the protection of the parties in the event of non-completion of the IPO on or before a mutually agreed date. PTI



ICICI Pru looks to buy Sahara Life Insurance NEW DELHI



ICICI Prudential Life has evinced interest to acquire troubled Sahara Group’s life insurance arm Sahara Life, which has policyholder liability of ₹900 crore. “We would like to conirm that we have expressed our interest to evaluate taking over policyholders’ liabilities and assets of Sahara Life,” ICICI Prudential Life Insurance said in a regulatory iling on Tuesday. ICICI Prudential said it was evaluating the way forward for taking over Sahara Life. PTI



‘Not clear’ “The rationale behind recruiting a CFO in the rank of an ED is not at all clear. RBI has been set up through an act of the Parliament and there is no statutory requirement of having a CFO,” according to the letter, a copy of which was reviewed by The Hindu. “Further, we are not governed by the companies act and therefore, there is no legal requirement of having a CFO.” The officers’ association argued that since no accounting standards strictly applied to a central bank, it was not clear why the central bank should have a CFO. By having a CFO, RBI is gradually opening doors for



Issue of control: By having a CFO, the RBI is allowing the government to have a say in internal matters, the letter said. the Government to have a say in its internal matters since, “from control perspective, if anyone has a right to appoint an independent CFO in RBI, it is the Government of India,” according to the letter. This is not the first time that the central bank’s move to have an outsider is facing resistance. Mr. Patel’s predecessor, Raghuram Rajan’s proposal to induct a chief operating officer with the rank of a deputy governor, also faced opposition and the plan was finally shelved. The officers’ body has also questioned the need to induct the CFO from outside as there is enough staff within the organisation with the required skill set. “We strongly feel that the skill sets required for a CFO are adequately available in the bank (e.g. there are several chartered accountants in the bank) in its existing experienced senior level staff,” the



letter said, adding that recent experiments on lateral hires have not met the objectives of the central bank.



On-off recruitment The officers have also reminded the governor that three years ago when they were opposing lateral recruitment of an officer in the ‘F’ grade in one of the research departments of the bank, the then governor assured the United Forum of Reserve Bank Officers and Employees that the recruitment was one-off. “Today, our association and the members feel betrayed as the commitment has not been honoured,” according to the letter. Requesting the proposal to induct the CFO to be kept in abeyance, the officers’ association sought a meeting with Mr. Patel to discuss the issue. An e-mail sent to the RBI spokesperson went unanswered.



I-T authorities clarify on loan repayments in cash One instalment of repayment is ‘single transaction’: circular k.t. jagannathan CHENNAI



In a big relief to NBFCs (nonbanking finance compaines) and HFCs (housing finance companies), the Income-Tax Department has come out with a clarification on the transactions that will fall under the purview of Section 269ST in case repayment of loan is made using cash.



‘To discourage cash use’ Section 269ST was inserted in the Income-Tax Act, 1961, in the last budget. The aim of introducing this section was to discourage the use of large amounts of cash as a step towards controlling generation of black money. This section, inter-alia, prohibits receipt of an amount of ₹2 lakh or more by a person in the circumstances specified therein through modes other than by way of an account payee cheque or an account payee



bank draft or use of electronic clearing system through a bank account. Penal provisions have also been introduced by way of a new section 271DA, which states that if a person receives an amount in contravention to the provisions of section 269ST, he shall be liable to pay penalty of a sum equal to the amount. The introduction of 269ST had generated quite some confusion. Many NBFCs and HFCs had stopped accepting cash pay-



ments from clients. They had made representations to the government seeking to clarify whether the provisions of Section 269ST of the Act would apply to one instalment of loan repayment or the whole amount of such repayment. “It is clarified that in respect of receipt in the nature of repayment of loan by NBFCs or HFCs, the receipt of one instalment of loan repayment in respect of a loan shall constitute a ‘single transaction’ as specified in clause (b) of Section 269ST of the Act, and all the instalments paid for a loan shall not be aggregated for the purposes of determining applicability of the provisions Section 269ST,” a circular issued by the Revenue Department in the Ministry of Finance on July 3 said. The clarification clears the confusion caused by Section 269ST.



Kamarajar Port starts work on construction of 3 coal berths



Sun Pharma, BioLogics in $56 mn pact



To increase cargo-handling capacity to 90 million tonnes



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA



N. Anand CHENNAI



Kamarajar Port, formerly known as Ennore Port, has started constructing three coal berths that would be ready by March 2018, said a top official. “We will be investing close to ₹1,000 crore on building two new berths and converting the existing iron ore berth into a coal berth,” said M.A. Bhaskarachar, chairman-cum-managing director, Kamarajar Port. With the addition of three more coal berths, the cumulative coal handling capacity



M.A. Bhaskarachar



of KPL will touch 64 million tonnes per annum. The new berths will add 36 million tonnes of coal per



annum. Besides, the port handles 3 million tonnes liquid cargo, 3 million tonnes of general cargo and two million tonnes multi-cargo and containers. “Our plan is to increase total cargo volume of the port from the existing 43.6 million tonnes to 84.6 million tonnes by March 2018. The commissioning of the IOC-LNG terminal will get us another 5 million tonnes per annum. Even then, KPL will predominantly handle coal accounting for 60% of overall cargo,” he said.



NEW DELHI



Drug major Sun Pharma and South Korean firm Samsung BioLogics on Tuesday announced a longterm manufacturing agreement for Tildrakizumab to be used for treatment of psoriasis. “The agreement was entered into by Sun Pharma’s wholly-owned subsidiary and Samsung BioLogics,” the two firms said in a statement. The contract value is $55.5 million (more than ₹359 crore), while other financial details of the pact were confidential, they added.



GST to boost revenue long term: Fitch Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



While the Goods and Services Tax (GST) is unlikely to increase Government revenue in the short-term, it will increase revenue in the long-term as tax compliance increases and GDP growth is bolstered, Fitch Ratings said in a report. “The unified national system should offer significant opportunities for productivity,” according to the report. “For example, it will become much quicker and less costly to move goods across the country now that trucks will not be held up at checkpoints at state borders. Smoother logistics should reduce retailers' need for working capital and allow them to operate centralised warehouses, rather than in every state.” “The GST is unlikely to increase revenue in the short-term,” the report added. “However, it is likely to boost revenue indirectly over the long term, as it supports GDP growth and encourages tax compliance.”



‘To create ecosystem’ Fitch added that GST will create an ecosystem where supply chains can extend, encouraging specialisation, since there would be less incentive to source goods within state borders. Tax filing may also become less time-consuming as a result of the new electronic system, the agency said. “The new electronic filing system is also likely to lead to more tax reporting,” according to the report. “Moreover, the tax base will be broadened, as only SMEs with sales of ₹2 million will now be exempt from paying GST, down from ₹15 million. “Small informal retailers — accounting for over 90% of retail sales — should also find it harder to understate sales or to avoid filing tax returns altogether in a system where transactions are tracked throughout the supply chain.” CM YK



A ND-ND
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TV PICKS Women’s World Cup: India vs Sri Lanka, STAR Sports 1 & 1 HD, 3 p.m. Wimbledon: SS Select 2 & 2 HD, 4 p.m.; SS Select 1 & 1 HD, 5.30 p.m.



Free pass for Djokovic and Federer into round two Their opponents, Klizan and Dolgopolov, retire with injuries; Kerber cruises



IN BRIEF



Mandy Minella plays despite being pregnant LONDON



Luxembourg’s Mandy Minella, who is four-and-ahalf months pregnant, played at Wimbledon, losing to Italy’s Francesca Schiavone on Monday. Minella caught the eye with her loose-fitting dress covering a small bump. “Wimbledon is my last tournament this season,” said Minella, whose baby is due at the end of the year. AFP



Petra Kvitova wants to remain ‘underground’ LONDON



Two-time champion Petra Kvitova denied she was the favourite to win Wimbledon, insisting she remained an “underground” figure as she returns from the terrifying knife attack that nearly ended her career. “My expectation is to stand up on Wednesday in the match and just play what I can,” the 27-year-old said. “I don’t see myself really too ahead. I’m not really thinking that I’m the favourite of the tournament. I’m still underground.” AFP



Lost motivation, says ‘bored’ Tomic LONDON



Bernard Tomic admitted on Tuesday that he had lost all motivation for tennis and could not care less if he won or lost. “Holding a trophy or doing well, it doesn’t satisfy me anymore. It’s not there,” he said after losing to Mischa Zverev. “I wasn’t mentally and physically there with my mental state to perform. I felt a little bit bored out there. You have to respect the sport. But I think I don’t respect it enough.” AFP



Some light stretching: That was all Novak Djokovic’s opener amounted to, with Martin Klizan’s calf acting up and forcing him to retire just 40 minutes into the match on Centre Court. AFP *



Agence France-Presse London



Novak Djokovic was gifted a place in the second round at Wimbledon on Tuesday as an injured Martin Klizan was forced to retire, while Angelique Kerber made a confident start to her bid to return to the final. Roger Federer also had an easy start to his campaign for a record eighth title when Alexandr Dolgopolov quit with an injury in the second set. Djokovic led 6-3, 2-0 when World No. 47 Klizan retired after just 40 minutes due to a calf problem. “He had issues walking on to court. I tried to focus on my game plan, I was serving well and when it mattered I



made a break,” said Djokovic. “It was great to be back on Centre Court. It’s the cradle of tennis history, and it’s a special feeling to walk on, but you never like to end a match this way.” Third seed Federer was 6-3, 3-0 ahead when Dolgopolov retired with an ankle injury after just 43 minutes. World No. 1 Kerber, the 2016 Australian and US Open champion, is among the favourites after reaching last year’s final, which she lost to Serena Williams. The German has failed to maintain that form this season, and her poor run culminated in an embarrassing first round loss to Ekaterina Makarova at Roland Garros. But the top seed showed glimpses of her best form as she saw off qualifier Irina Falconi 6-4, 6-4 in 87



had enough < > I’ve match play in Eastbourne! Djokovic is happy enough with the court time he got in the irst round



minutes on Centre Court. “I’m happy to be back, but this year is completely different for me. I’m just happy I'm through the first round,” Kerber said. Milos Raonic, last year’s runner-up, advanced to the second round with a 7-6(5), 6-2, 7-6(4) win over JanLennard Struff. The sixth seed made a business-like start to his bid to make a second major final, in the process extended World No. 53 Struff ’s losing streak at Grand Slams to 10 matches. Richard Gasquet, the 22nd seed, slumped to a 6-3, 6-4,



5-7, 6-2 loss to David Ferrer. This was the first time Gasquet, a two-time Wimbledon semifinalist, had lost in the first round since 2006. Juan Martin del Potro, a semifinalist in 2013, defeated Thanasi Kokkinakis 6-3, 3-6, 7-6(2), 6-4 as the 29th seed moved towards a potential third round clash against Djokovic. Gael Monfils, the flamboyant French 15th seed, crushed qualifier Daniel Brands 6-3, 7-5, 6-4. In the women’s draw, former Roland Garros champion Garbine Muguruza, the 14th seed, defeated Ekaterina Alexandrova 6-2, 6-4. Australian qualifier Arina Rodionova, ranked 166th, saved seven match points before defeating Russian 16th seed Anastasia Pavlyuchenkova 3-6, 7-6(6), 9-7.



FIRST ROUND RESULTS Men:8-Dominic Thiem (Aut) bt Vasek Pospisil (Can) 6-4, 6-4, 6-3; 11-Tomas Berdych (Cze) bt Jeremy Chardy (Fra) 6-3, 3-6, 7-6(4), 6-4; 23-John Isner (USA) bt Taylor Fritz (USA) 6-4, 7-6(3), 6-3; 13-Grigor Dimitrov (Bul) bt Diego Schwartzman (Arg) 7-6(4), 6-2, 6-2; Ryan Harrison (USA) bt Borna Coric (Cro) 7-6(4), 6-4, 7-6(6); 17Jack Sock (USA) bt Christian Garin (Chi) 6-3, 4-6, 7-6(4), 6-3; Marcos Baghdatis (Cyp) bt James Ward (GBr) 6-4, 6-4, 6-3; Gilles Simon (Fra) bt Nicolas Jarry (Chi) 7-6(4), 6-3, 6-3. 10-Alexander Zverev (Ger) bt Evgeny Donskoy (Rus) 6-4, 7-6(3), 6-3; 3-Roger Federer (Sui) bt Alexandr Dolgopolov (Ukr) 6-3, 3-0 retired; 2-Novak Djokovic (Srb) bt Martin Klizan (Svk) 6-3, 2-0 retired; 6-Milos Raonic (Can) bt Jan-Lennard



BCCI to pick support staf too by interview process



India ready for Sri Lanka Mithali’s team enjoys a big head-to-head advantage WOMEN’S WC



Women: Tsvetana Pironkova (Bul) bt Sara Errani (Ita) 6-1, 6-4; Lesia Tsurenko (Ukr) bt Julia Goerges (Ger) 6-7(5), 7-6 (8), 6-4; 12-Kristina Mladenovic (Fra) bt Pauline Parmentier (Fra) 6-1, 6-3; 19-Timea Bacsinszky (Sui) bt Monica Puig (Pur) 6-1, 3-6, 6-0; 5-Caroline Wozniacki (Den) bt Timea Babos (Hun) 6-4, 4-6, 6-1. 3-Karolina Pliskova (Cze) bt Evgeniya Rod-



ina (Rus) 6-1, 6-4; 9-Agnieszka Radwanska (Pol) bt Jelena Jankovic (Srb) 7-6(3), 6-0; 1Angelique Kerber (Ger) bt Irina Falconi (USA) 6-4, 6-4; 14-Garbine Muguruza (Esp) bt Ekatarina Alexandrova (Rus) 6-2, 6-4; Sorana Cirstea (Rou) bt Kiki Bertens (Ned) 7-6(4), 7-5; Varvara Lepchenko (USA) bt 28Lauren Davis (USA) 6-4, 7-5. Viktoria Golubic (Sui) bt 30Shuai Zhang (Chn) 6-3, 6-7(2), 6-1; Kirsten Flipkens (Bel) bt Misaki Doi (Jpn) 6-4, 6-3; Arina Rodionova (Aus) bt 16-Anastasia Pavlyuchenkova (Rus) 3-6, 7-6(6), 9-7; 24-Coco Vandeweghe (USA) bt Mona Barthel (Ger) 7-5, 6-2; Petra Martic (Cro) bt 20-Daria Gavrilova (Aus) 6-4, 2-6, 10-8; Yanina Wickmayer (Bel) bt Kataryna Bondarenko (Ukr) 6-2, 7-5.



Sagan booted out for elbowing Cavendish TOUR DE FRANCE



Move mooted in order to recognise coaches’ performance



IANS DERBY



India will look to continue its winning streak when it takes on Sri Lanka in a group stage match of the ICC Women’s World Cup at the County Cricket ground here on Wednesday. The Indian women, who have won all three of their previous matches, are currently at the top of the table with six points ahead of defending champion Australia on superior run rate. On the other hand, Sri Lanka is in the doldrums having lost all its three matches. India enjoys a big advantage in the head-to-head record, having won 23 of its 24 completed ODIs against Sri Lanka. It comes into Wednesday’s game having claimed wins in 20 of its last 21 ODIs. However, Sri Lanka will



Struff (Ger) 7-6(5), 6-2, 7-6(4); 29-Juan Martin del Potro (Arg) bt Thanasi Kokkinakis (Aus) 6-3, 3-6, 7-6(2), 6-4; David Ferrer (Esp) bt 22-Richard Gasquet (Fra) 6-3, 6-4, 5-7, 6-2; 15Gael Monfils (Fra) bt Daniel Brands (Ger) 6-3, 7-5, 6-4; Mikhail Youzhny (Ger) bt Nicolas Mahut (Fra) 6-2, 7-5, 6-4; 27-Mischa Zverev (Ger) bt Bernard Tomic (Aus) 6-4, 6-3, 6-4.



Captainspeak: Mithali Raj feels that the team needs to work on partnerships and not lose back-to-back wickets. REUTERS *



take heart from the fact that it thrashed India by 138 runs when the two sides last met in the World Cup in 2013. For India, opener Smriti Mandhana has been on the list of top run-scorers this tournament.
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Wednesday’s schedule B



India v Sri Lanka



B



Australia v Pakistan



B



England v South Africa
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Vijay Lokapally
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NEW DELHI



앫 Last year, in a bid to be transparent, the Board invited applications while looking to appoint the Indian team’s chief coach CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



Like with how it went about picking the chief coach last year, the Board of Control for Cricket in India is mulling the introduction of an interview system to select the junior and senior national team’s support staff. The move is based on the intent to recognise the performances of the domestic coaches who qualify for the job by clearing various BCCI coaching certification levels. A senior Board official confirmed that it will be by a process of interviews that the batting, bowling and fielding coaches for the senior and junior India teams are to be selected. “The idea is to pick the best and give credence to the hard work that many former players put in when taking to



coaching. We want to make everything professional,” said the official. This would mean that filling such positions will no longer be up to the chief coach and the captain. “Such decisions would not be left to the discretion of individuals,” the official said. “Once the Lodha Committee reforms come into place it would become mandatory to make all appointments through a proper process in all sections of the administration too,” he added. The official also said that



the way forward for the Indian team would be to appoint a team director whose main skill would be manmanagement, with a battery of highly qualified assistants in all departments. Last year, in a bid to bring transparency to the process, the Board had invited applications while looking to appoint the Indian team’s chief coach. It was a departure from the past when the top brass of the Board would decide on the coach after consulting the senior members of the team. John Wright (2000-05), Greg Chappell (2005-07), Gary Kirsten (2007-11) and Duncan Fletcher (2011-15) were all handed the job at the senior players’ recommendation.



Agence France-Presse Vittel (France)



World champion Peter Sagan was sensationally kicked off the Tour de France for elbowing Mark Cavendish in a sprint finish to Tuesday’s fourth stage. Cavendish was taken to hospital with shoulder and finger injuries after Sagan shoved him into the metal barriers 100 metres from the finish of the 207.5km stage from Mondorf-lesBains to Vittel. Cavendish’s was the second of two crashes in the final kilometre. Race leader Geraint Thomas was taken down in the first crash, along with a dozen riders, but emerged unhurt. Cavendish was following the wheel of eventual stage winner Arnaud Demare when Sagan jutted out an elbow, knocking the Briton



Peter Sagan.



*



AP



into the barriers. He was treated by medical staff before crossing the finish line with a bloodied and bandaged hand. Demare’s win allowed him to claim the sprinters’ green jersey from Marcel Kittel, winner of the second stage who was held up by the first crash. With Sagan disqualified, Alexander Kristoff came second and Greipel third. Chris Froome retained second place, 12 seconds behind his Sky team-mate Thomas, with Michael Matthews third.



‘I don’t seem to be able to depart’ — Beckett’s line for the BCCI The lure of power is strong, and compromise is the weapon of those seeking to cling on to it



BETWEEN WICKETS suresh menon



The theatre of the absurd that is Indian cricket administration has been borrowing unashamedly – to be fair, perhaps unknowingly – from the master, Samuel Beckett himself. Take Niranjan Shah, who is over 70, has overstayed and is yet to be overthrown. Beckett provided the line for the likes of Shah. In Waiting for Godot, written in 1949, the character Pozzo says, “I don’t seem to be able to depart.” That could well be the motto of sports administrators in the country. They don’t seem to be able to depart. Those running other sports will be CM YK



watching how the reforms in cricket turn out, for if the Board of Control for Cricket in India appears to get away with its ego-driven, power-retentive tactics, then they have nothing to fear. Only mortality will keep those who have been ruling for two or three decades from adding another two or three decades to their reign. “I don’t seem to be able to depart”. The response to this by another character in the play is “Such is life.” And that’s what sports lovers in the country will have to tell themselves. Even Beckett would have hesitated to write a play where the characters have no respect for the highest court of the land. Not believing in god is a personal choice; but not bothering about the Supreme Court is not a choice. And it will have consequences. We are on the verge of celebrating (if that’s the word) the anniversary of the Supreme Court’s endorsement of the



Lodha Committee reforms in the BCCI. A time-table for compliance was laid out. Yet, barring three cricket associations, none has shown any urgency in complying.



Delay, delay and delay Instead — as it has done from the time the Supreme Court entered the picture — the BCCI’s tactic has been to delay, delay, and then delay some more. Delay is dangerous, as the governing body found out when the Supreme Court sacked its president and secretary. And now, having formed a special committee to identify the reforms the body doesn’t feel comfortable complying with, the BCCI is hoping to muddy the waters further. But you cannot cross a bridge if you insist on burning it first. There is a refusal to acknowledge something fundamental here. When the Supreme Court sentences someone to death, for example, the sentenced per-



son does not have the option to gather family and friends around him to discuss whether to accept the ruling or not. He has no choice; he cannot tell the Supreme Court, “Hey, just give me some time, and I’ll get back to you with my thoughts on compliance, and point out the portions of the sentence I don’t fully agree with.”



Intransigence could prove costly That might be an extreme example, but the principle remains. The BCCI, which had enough chances to tell the Supreme Court what its misgivings were in the course of the hearings, failed. The combination of arrogance and smugness has already cost it much. Continued intransigence could prove more costly, as the Finance Minister Arun Jaitley pointed out recently. This is not rocket science. The special committee and the Com-



mittee of Administrators are both set to submit reports, the former to the BCCI and the latter to the court (the hearing is on July 14). The BCCI’s sense of entitlement, after making a mess of its case, is nothing short of stunning. N Srinivasan and Anurag Thakur, powerful board presidents both, behaved as if the court could not touch them. Both were removed, yet the BCCI did not learn its lesson, perhaps putting its faith in future laws being passed in Parliament that would override everything else. The court-appointed Committee of Administrators’ reluctance to act tough and lay down the law (while awaiting the Supreme Court’s ruling on the many cases filed by the state bodies) seems to have emboldened the BCCI further. The acting president C.K. Khanna, with strictures against him from the Mudgal Committee, has neither the



power nor the focus of the presidents mentioned, and seems to be happy to help maintain the status quo, especially since it keeps him in power. With the Niranjan Shahs and the Rajiv Shuklas and the Srinivasans continuing to call the shots — the first two are in the “special committee” — the BCCI is a long way from setting its house in order. Optimists who thought that a strong candidate might emerge from the muck focused on cleaning it up and starting afresh have been disappointed. The lure of power is strong, and compromise is the weapon of those seeking to cling on to it. Perhaps there are officials who are unhappy, and looking to take the BCCI in a new direction, free of the muck and the baggage of the past. Then again, to quote Beckett one final time, they are “not unhappy enough”. And that’s the tragedy. A ND-ND
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Jerome Kumar powers to victory



IN BRIEF



His coach optimistic of medal prospects for the 26-year-old at next year’s Asian Games A. JOSEPH ANTONY HYDERABAD



Just as the wind gusted, Jerome Kumar Savarimuthu too did, pumping up the pace. It averaged 10 knots in the opening race, climbed to 15 by the second and soared to 18 by the third. The 26year-old rarely let down his dagger board, preferring power to precision, surging to victory in all three RS:X races of the Hyderabad Sailing Week senior multi-class regatta at Hussain Sagar on Tuesday. “Speed can make up for other mistakes in a race,” Jerome said. “It gives you room to remain ahead of the fleet and chart the course forward,” he added. On Tuesday, Jerome’s coach at the Army Yachting Node (AYN), Mumbai was a content man. “Coming to wind shift reading, tacking, gybing or rounding the marks, he’s by far the best in the fleet,” said D.P. Chennaiah. So was he optimistic about his ward’s medal prospects at next year’s Asian Games. Interestingly, Jerome trailed in the opening leg of the first race, compatriot Ebad Ali completing the beat



AC Milan snaps up Calhanoglu ROME



AC Milan’s busy recruitment drive saw it add Turkish international playmaker Hakan Calhanoglu to its roster on Monday on a fouryear deal from German outfit Bayer Leverkusen. Calhanoglu has not played since picking up a six-month ban in February over his illicit 2011 move to Leverkusen at the expense of Turkish outfit Trabzonspor. AFP



‘I want to continue playing for Arsenal’ LONDON



Arsenal’s French striker Olivier Giroud on Tuesday said he wanted to continue playing for the club and give his best. “People (see you as a) loyal warrior on the pitch and that you always give your best for the team. That’s why I want to carry on my good journey at Arsenal. I would love to win another title or maybe more until the end of my contract. IANS



Waltzing to victory: Jerome Kumar Savarimuthu of the Army Yachting Node, Mumbai, who won all three races in the RS:X class on Tuesday. G. RAMAKRISHNA *



first. On the second upwind leg, he overtook Ali and Arjun Reddy on the third. Arjun capsized in the next race’s second beat, which Jerome made the most of to zoom ahead and remain in front till the hooter.



On song By the third race, Jerome was on song. With the winds strong, he pulled up the centre board and rounded the first windward on a single tack.



II: 1. Mujahid Khan, 2. Harpreet, 3. Kundhan Upadhyay (all AYN); III: 1. Mohit Saini, 2. Mujahid, 3. Ramesh. Laser Radial: I: 1. Harpreet Singh, 2. Sharif Khan (both AYN), 3. Deelip Kumar (EMESA); II: 1. Harpreet, 2. Deelip, 3. G. Bhaskar Rao (AYN); III: 1. Harpreet, 2. Abhimanyu Panwar (RMYC), 3. Avinash Yadav (INWTC, Mumbai). Laser 4.7: I: 1. M. Koteshwara Rao (Trishna SC), 2. Vivin Vinil (INWTC, Mumbai), 3. Mahesh Balachander (TNSA); II: 1. Ram Milan Yadav (NSS), 2. Ashish S.



Riding the strong drafts that persisted, the boom, foot strap and harness were in perfect harmony as he crossed the finish line a clear 100 metres ahead of his nearest rival. The results (provisional): RS:X: Race I: 1. Jerome Kumar, 2. K. Arjun Reddy, 3. Ebad Ali (all AYN); II: 1. Jerome, 2. Ebad Ali, 3. Manpreet Singh (AYN); III: 1. Jerome, 2. Manpreet, 3. Arjun. Laser Standard: I: 1. Vir Menon (RMYC), 2. Harpreet Singh (AYN), 3. Ramesh Kumar (AYN),



Roy (Trishna), 3. Vivin; III: 1. Vivin, 2. Ananya Chouhan (EMESA), 3. Koteshwara. Finn: 1. Naveen Kumar, 2. Prabhit Bala, 3. Swatantra Singh (AYN); II: 1. Swatantra, 2. Sukhvir, 3. Vivek (all AYN); III: 1. Naveen, 2. Prabhit, 3. Vivek. Helm name first, crew next: 470: I: 1. Ayaz Shaikh & Shubham Patel (AYN), 2. Virender Singh & Sudhanshu Shekhar (INWTC), 3. Atul Lande & Mahesh Yadav (AYN); II: 1. Ayaz & Shubham, 2. Virender & Sudhanshu, 3. Praveen Kumar & Ravindra Kumar Sharma (INWTC, Mumbai); III: 1. Ayaz & Shubham, 2. Virender & Sudhanshu, 3. Prabin & Vijay Singh (AYN). Hobie 16: I: 1. Kamlesh Kumar Patel & U.B. Rawankar (AYN), 2. Kaushal Kumar Yadav & Girish (AWSA), 3. Pawan Kumar & Nitin (AYN); II: 1. Kaushal & Girish, 2. Pawan & Nitin, 3. Kamlesh & Rawankar; III: 1. Kaushal & Girish, 2. Kamlesh & Rawankar, 3. Pawan & Nitin. Enterprise: I: Satish Kumar & Rahul M. Nair (AYN), 2. E. Hemant Kumar & Amit Arvind Shinde, 3. Manoj Kumar & Swardeen (both CESC); II: 1. Satish & Rahul, 2. Ashish Patel & Nagen Behera (EMESA), 3. Rajwant Singh & Mukhtiar Singh (CESC); III: 1. Satish & Rahul, 2. Ashish & Nagen, 3. Rajwant & Mukhtiar.



BASKETBALL



TN girls win again SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT HYDERABAD



The Tamil Nadu girls continued their winning streak, defeating Madhya Pradesh 67-42 in a Level I Group A match of the 34th youth National basketball championshp on Tuesday. Both teams have already assured themselves of quarterfinal berths. The results: Boys: Level 1: Group A: Kerala 75 (Jerom Prince 23, Joshua Abraham 16, Abhishek Joseph Jason 12) bt Karnataka 45 (Prashant Tomar 12, Pranav 11). Haryana 78 (Kapil Mor 29, Anil 14) bt Rajasthan 57 (Rajveer Singh Bhati 19, Kuldeep Singh 15).



SQUASH



Karargui to continue Special Correspondent Chennai



The Sports Authority of India (SAI) has extended India squash team’s foreign coach Achraf El Karargui’s contract until 2019. Karargui replaced Maj. S. Maniam last year. His current one-year contract expires in July. The



DDCA meeting put of owing to chaos Passport issues



Tarun does well BUDAPEST



Tarun Reddy produced a double points finish during the fourth weekend of EuroFormula Open 2017 at Budapest. Starting ninth in race one, Tarun charged ahead to sixth position and stayed there on a track where overtaking in very difficult. In race two, he started 14th and made a few positions on the opening lap. After a period under the safety car, Tarun found himself tenth and finished there. The nine-point haul sees him 12th in the overall standings with 23 points.



for top shuttlers



Unruly elements disrupt the programme by invading the dais NEW DELHI



The adjourned Extraordinary General Meeting of members of the Delhi and District Cricket Association (DDCA) ended in chaos at the Ferozeshah Kotla here on Tuesday. The Extra-ordinary General Meeting held on June 3 had been adjourned to July 4 to obtain the approval of the members of the Association by way of a special resolution for adopting the restated Article of Association. The amended draft Articles of Association had been posted on the official website of DCDA on June 21 and were available for inspection by its members. To implement this resolution, Justice (Retd.) Vikramajit Sen, appointed Administrator of the DDCA by the Delhi High Court of Delhi, had been authorised to take all steps and actions and give such directions as



Three more Indian boxers in semiinals BANGKOK



World youth champion Sachin Siwach (49kg), along Etash Muhammed Khan (56kg) and Sachin (75kg), advanced to the semifinals of the Asian youth boxing championships here on Tuesday. Siwach defeated Filipino James Ian Solis, Etash outpunched another Filipino Laurente Pitt and the other Sachin had no trouble going past Japan’s Riku Kondo. PTI



Indian girls’ rugby team for Paris World Games



day, Justice Sen had asked the members to express their support for the resolution by “show of hands.” This move was disrupted by the unruly elements who demanded ballot-paper voting. Sensing trouble and fearing safety issues, Justice Sen adjourned the meeting.



forms which would leave them jobless,” said a DDCA member who was witness to the chaotic meeting.



Vijay Lokapally



Justice (Retd.) Vikramjit Sen. *



FILE PHOTO: G.P. SAMPATH KUMAR



he may, in his absolute discretion, deem necessary without being required to seek any further consent or approval of the members of the Association. Justice Sen, however, was in for a shock when an unruly section at the gathering disrupted the meeting by invading the dais. “The disgruntled elements had come prepared to stall the proceedings because they are opposed to implementing the Lodha Committee re-



Contentious issues “The abolition of proxy voting and the composition of the Sports Working Committee (SWC) are two of the most contentious issues that have left these unruly elements in a desperate state. They don’t want the Lodha Committee reforms to be implemented at all costs,” the veteran member added. Former India captain Bishan Singh Bedi and internationals Surender Khanna and Kirti Azad have been in the forefront of the campaign to cleanse the DDCA of corruption. Justice Sen, at the outset, had made clear at the first meeting that the members had no choice but accept the Lodha reforms. At the meeting on Tues-



Contempt of court “This amounts to contempt of court. I will inform the High Court and seek further directions on this issue. Obviously they (the disruptive element) don’t want to play ball. I will also be writing to the BCCI,” Justice Sen told The Hindu. Incidentally, the Board’s acting president (C.K. Khanna) is a senior member of the DDCA. Following instructions from Justice Sen, the meeting was video recorded and a police complaint against some of the unruly members is not ruled out.



AQUATICS



Rayna and Khushi rule the pool



MUMBAI



The Societe Generale India under-18 girls’ rugby team will take part in the Rugby Sevens event at the Paris World Games (PWG) 2017 on July 8 and 9. The team: Sumitra Nayak (capt.), Basanti Pangi, Soni Mandangi, Rajani Sabar, Lija Sardar (all Odisha), Rima Oraon, Lachmi Oraon, Punam Oraon, Sandhya Rai, Suman Oraon (all West Bengal), Gargee Walekar (Maharashtra), and Sultana (Delhi).



Special Correspondent Pune



Maharashtra’s Rayna Saldhana and Karnataka’s Khushi Dinesh kept up their winning run in the 44th Glenmark Junior National aquatic championship on Tuesday. While Saldhana picked her second gold by emerging victorious in the U-17 girls’ 400m freestyle event, Khushi bagged her third gold



by racing to the top spot of the under-14 girls’ freestyle. The results (winners only): Girls: Under-17: 400m freestyle: Rayna Saldhana (Mah, 4:45.42); 200m backstroke: Trisha Karkhanis (Mah, 2:27.53); 200m medley: Rayna Saldhana (Mah, 2:29.88); 100m breaststroke: Riddhi Bohra (Kar, 1:16.67). Under-14: 400m freestyle: Khushi Dinesh (Del, 4:41.73); 200m backstroke:



Tanisha Malviya (Del, 2:28.98); 200m medley: Kenisha Gupta (Mah, 2:31.14); 100m breaststroke: Aditi Balaji (TN, 1:17.97). Boys: Under-17: 200m: Rahul M. (Kar, 1:56.25); 200m backstroke: Srihari Nataraj (Kar, 2:04.11), 200m medley: Neel Roy (Mah, 2:11.16); 100m breaststroke: Danush S. (TN, 1:05.84); 4x100m medley relay: Karnataka (4:01.31, Srihari Nataraj, Anirudh H.M., Prithvik



D.S., Rahul M.). Under-14: 4x100m medley relay: Karnataka (4:14.69, Shivansh Singh, Litesh Gowda, Prasidh Krishna P.A., Tanish Mathew). 200m freestyle: Tanish Mathew (Kar, 2:01.46); 200m backstroke: Aaryan Bhosale (Mah, 2:11.97); 200m medley: Swadesh Mondal (WB, 2:15.28); 100m breaststroke: Swadesh Mondal (WB, 1:10.50).



Press Trust of India New Delhi



Top shuttlers, including P. Kashyap and H.S. Prannoy, are waiting for their passports to fly out of the country on Thursday to participate in the upcoming tournaments in Canada and the USA. Commonwealth Games champion Kashyap, Prannoy and doubles specialist N. Sikki Reddy, who were playing at the Australia Superseries last month, had applied for the New Zealand visa a week ago but they are yet to receive their passports. Kashyap, on Tuesday, took



to Twitter to request External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj and Sports Minister Vijay Goel to look into the matter so that they don’t miss the opportunity to play in Canada next week. Last month, Sikki, Prannoy and Summeth had sought the intervention of Swaraj in getting their passports and visas from the Canadian High Commission. The Canada Open Grand Prix is scheduled to be held from July 11 to 16, while the US Open Grand Prix Gold will begin on July 19.



Ramkumar moves up SPORTS BUREAU RECANTI (ITALY)



Ramkumar Ramanathan battled past Alexander Kudryatsev of Russia 4-6, 6-2, 6-3 in the first round of the €43,000 Challenger tennis tournament on Tuesday. Other results (all first round): $25,000 Futures, Shenzhen: Vishnu Vardhan bt Sam Matheson (Nzl) 6-3, 6-1; Prajnesh Gunneswaran bt Ning Yuqing (Chn) 6-1, 0-1 (retd.). Doubles: Hao Wu & Zihao Xia (Chn) bt Toshihide Matsui (Jpn) & Vishnu Vardhan 1-6, 7-6(8), 13-11; Aoran Wang (Chn) & Karunuday Singh bt He Feng & Su Hao Zhong (Chn) 7-6(5), 7-6(1). $25,000 Futures, Getxo, Spain: Oscar Mancineiras Cornella (Esp) bt Vasisht Cheruku



Group B: Uttar Pradesh 65 (Priyhanshu 34) bt Tamil Nadu 59 (V. Gokul 18, G.R. Balaji 11, R. Harikara Prabhu 11). Punjab 75 (Princepal Singh 20, Mani Singh 15, Harsimranjit Singh 14, Rajan 13) bt Maharashtra 58 (Tanay Thatte 29, Arjun Yadav 14, Om Pawar 12). Girls: Level 1: Group A: Tamil Nadu 67 (Monica Jayaseeli 19, Pushpa 15, Lakshmi Priya 11) bt MP 42 (Ruchi Patel 14, Rajvi Desai 10). Maharashtra 70 (Khushi Dongre 21, Suzanne Pinto 16) bt Rajasthan 34 (Shataksh Rathore 14, Akshita Jain 10). Group B: Karnataka 59 (Sanjana Ramesh 19, Reshma Ramesh 11) bt Gujarat 38 (Tanisha Shah 13).



6-3, 7-5. $15,000 Futures, Colombo: Sumit Nagal bt Nino Portales (Fra) 3-0 (retd.); Sidharth Rawat bt Nicholas Bybel (USA) 6-1, 6-4; Anirudh Chandrasekar bt Niki Poonacha 6-4, 4-6, 6-4; Nitin Kumar Sinha bt Ankit Chopra 6-3, 6-4; V.M. Ranjeet bt Abhinav Sanjeev Shanmugam 6-1, 6-1; Harshana Godamanna (Sri) bt Mohit Mayur 6-4, 3-1 (retd.); Manish Sureshkumar bt S.D. Prajwal Dev 7-5, 6-2. Doubles: Chandril Sood & Lakshit Sood bt Deepak Senthil & Gokul Suresh 6-1, 6-1.$15,000 ITF women, Anning, China: Rishika Sunkara bt Chengyiyi Yuan (Chn) 6-2, 6-7(5), 6-1; Shou Na Mu (Chn) bt Sowjanya Bavisetti 6-1, 7-6(4); Chihiro Takayama (Jpn) bt Sai Samhitha 7-5, 6-3.



Egyptian will continue to work with India’s National coach Cyrus Poncha. Speaking to The Hindu here on Tuesday, Poncha said: “He has been really good with the seniors and juniors. “I believe his ideas and work ethic are helping us head in the right direction.”



Ceat joins UTT as title sponsor Special Correspondent MUMBAI



Ultimate Table Tennis, a franchise-based league featuring the best of Indian and quality international paddlers, received a shot in the arm a week ahead of the inaugural fixture with Ceat Ltd., a leading tyre manufacturer, coming on board as the title sponsor. The league will thus be called Ceat UTT. “Table Tennis is a dynamic sport and we are happy to come on board as the title sponsor for Ultimate Table Tennis,” Anant Goenka, Managing Director, Ceat Limited, said. The league will start in Chennai on July 13.



India-A in inal Press Trust of India Bishkek (Kyrgyzstan)



Pankaj Advani and Laxman Rawat steered India-A into the final of the Asian team snooker championship here on Tuesday. A delighted Advani said, “We are pleased with our form leading up to the final. It has been a clinical display of snooker by us and we’re looking forward to a mouth-watering contest in the final.” The results: Semifinal: India-A bt Thailand 3-0 (Advani bt Phonbun 92(50)-0, Rawat bt Kachaiwong 70(69)-8, Advani & Rawat bt Phonbun & Kachaiwong 62-22).
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13 Show rift for the most part unknown to government say (9)



4 Keep strange dialect (7)



19 Possibly learnt English forever (7)



21 22



24



25



26



3 Danger for everyone beside lake (5)



16 Rule a liberal introduced put back in order (7)



17



18



23



12 It is said forty in Rome stand out (5)



14 Sad face about some odds (6)



15



19



(set by Lightning)



28



15 Watch cricket and football say, providing struggle for one-upmanship (4,5) 17 Divide playing court short on the inside (9)



27 Bold, mischievous child tuned to be different (8)



18 Challenge framing electronic regulation in US state (8)



1 Chance for reputation about to be lost (8)



28 Pass by the Spanish church vault (6)



20 Primary metal (4)



5 Lab equipment one dismantling right away (6)



29 Remote idea lost in translation (8)



9 Army officer with appeal unknown to more than half (8)



■ DOWN



■ ACROSS



10 Cash Rama smuggled into retreat (6)



CM YK



8 Epic mantra Mayan artefact revealed (8)



23 Signature hat a group ordered (9)



26 When total energy is taken for granted (6)



29



7 Fate of a large number ousted by master archer (5)



11 Chief lacking power and energy in regime (4)



25 Fear topless indiscretion (5)



Inseparable Couple



6 It’s not hard to relax in this (4,5)



21 Layers of neat art studio’s walls seen backwards (6)



27



FAITH



SUDOKU



21 Setter cracks new chess moves (7) 22 Pulverized for all to see in America (6)



1 Spoil sheet with mark (6)



24 Least funny scientist (5)



2 End goal I have (9)



25 Fair match (5)



Solution to puzzle 12050 I N Q U M N U A T S E A R E D MO T O R C O U T R UM P N L O U TWE I F E F E N I P A A W L I B E R A S L A E X P E



I S I T I O N N N C A L O V E B I R A O M R Y C L E T A S V T P E R S P I H N G H A E G N S N O R T U G U E S U R C T E D I N L I I L A C T O R A N T



Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku A D S P X I R R E I S W S E A E T Y



Lord Narayana and His Consort Mahalakshmi are inseparable, and it has always been so. The Goddess appeared when the milky ocean was churned. Many things appeared from the ocean and were given away. When the Goddess appeared, however, She just went up to the Lord’s chest and took up Her residence there. So if She emerged from the ocean, and began to reside in His chest only during His Kurma avatara, then how can we say that the Divine Couple have always been together? What about the time before the Kurma avatara? The Goddess appearing from the ocean is like the Lord taking many avataras, said M.A. Venkatakrishnan in a discourse. This was just one of Her avataras. Can we say that, because the Lord took an avatara as Rama or Krishna, He did not exist before that? Even when He was on earth as an avatara, He continued to remain in Sri Vaikuntha. Likewise, although Goddess Mahalakshmi appeared from the milky ocean, this was just a manifestation of the Goddess. It is not as if She had not existed before that occasion. She had been with the Lord prior to that too, and always continues to be with Him. There are legends that tell us about how temples came up, and sometimes we hear of the Goddess appearing on the earth and then marrying the Lord after some years. Again, during this period of Her sojourn on earth, She is not separated from Him. It is just a manifestation on earth. For example, in the Parthasarathy temple in Triplicane, the story goes that Mahalakshmi appeared as Vedavalli and was brought by sage Bhrigu. The Lord comes later and marries Her, and is also worshipped in the temple as Ranganatha. So whether it is an archa (idol) form or whether it is an avatara, nothing stands between the Divine Couple. They always remain united. A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Messi to sign new Barcelona contract BARCELONA



Lionel Messi, who recently got married to long-time partner Antonella Roccuzzo, will sign a new contract with Barcelona when he returns from his honeymoon in the middle of this month. The fresh agreement will take him until 2021 with the option of one further season. ANI



Iniyan gets his irst GM norm MONTCADA (SPAIN)



IM P. Iniyan got his first GM norm in the XXV Montcada International Open 2017, which concluded on Monday. Iniyan finished third, beating GMs Peralta Fernando of Argentina (2569), Vorobiov Evgeny of Russia (2591) and drawing with Indian GM Shyam Sundar (2535).



Sarfraz Ahmed named Pakistan Test captain



India could have its best campaign yet



IAAF’s indings will not afect Dutee at Worlds, says Coe



Annu Rani primed to spear gold in women’s javelin



Special Correspondent



Stan Rayan BHUBANESWAR



ISLAMABAD



Pakistan on Tuesday rewarded Sarfraz Ahmed with the Test captaincy, a fortnight after he led the national team to the Champions Trophy title in England. PCB chairman Shahryar Khan made the announcement at a ceremony hosted by Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, to honour the triumphant team. AFP



CM YK



Dutee Chand is India’s biggest star and there were many anxious faces when questions on the IAAF’s currently-suspended hyperandrogenism regulations were put to Sebastian Coe, the president of the world athletics body, when he met the media here on Tuesday. Will it affect Dutee at the Asians or at the coming Worlds in London if she makes the grade? Why were details of the IAAF’s study on the issue released just before the championships here? Two years ago, on July 27, 2015, the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) had made an interim decision to suspend the IAAF’s hyderandrogenism regulations for two years on the Dutee versus Athletics Federation of India versus IAAF case. On Tuesday, the IAAF released a few details of the study on how female ath-



ASIAN ATHLETICS



Despite the wet and gloomy weather here, Annu Rani appeared quietly confident as she stretched after a hourlong session at the Kalinga Stadium’s training area. With Neeraj Chopra sparkling, javelin throw is frequently in the news these days but no Indian woman has ever hit gold in the event at the Asian Athletics Championships and the 24-yearold from UP hopes to change that. “I expect to throw above 64m here, I have been in that range during training,” said the National record-holder to The Hindu here on Tuesday. “Mentally and physically, I have become better. My technique is also a lot better.” Though Liu Shiying, the Asian record-holder with 66.47m, is not entered for the 22nd Asians which begin here on Thursday, there is another Chinese athlete, Li Lingwei, who is the next best Asian this season with 64.10m. “That Chinese thrower is strong but the Indian is stronger,” said Annu, the 2014 Asiad bronze medallist, shrugging off the challenge with a smile though at 61.86m her personal best is way below Li’s. “Annu had thrown 64.80m recently, so I think she is good for gold here,” said her coach, former international Kashinath Naik.



Improved show Radhakrishnan Nair, the Deputy National Coach, also believes that Annu is in gold form. In fact, he feels that these Asians could be much better than the championships’ last edition in Wuhan two years ago. “We are expecting 17 medals this time and we will



BHUBANESWAR



letes with higher testosterone enjoyed an advantage when compared to normal women athletes. The study found that in certain events, female athletes with high testosterone levels enjoyed a 1.8% to 4.5% competitive advantage over female athletes with lower testosterone levels. “If, as the study shows, in certain events female athletes with higher testosterone levels can have a competitive advantage of between 1.8 to 4.5% over female athletes with lower testosterone levels, imagine the magnitude of the advantage for female athletes with testosterone levels in the normal male range,” Dr Stephane Bermon, a member of the IAAF and IOC working groups on hyperandrogenic female athletes and transgender athletes, who jointly headed the study with Dr. Pierre-Yves Garnier, (Director, IAAF Health and



Coe.



*



BISWARANJAN ROUT



Science Department), has been quoted as saying in the article published in the British Journal of Sports Medicine. The results of the study may be a bit of a setback for the IAAF, for the CAS has asked the IAAF to prove that the higher testosterone levels in females could give them an advantage comparable to a male athlete. Coe made the IAAF’s point clear by saying, “I think it is important to start off from a very basic principle here and it is the basic



principle that the IAAF has taken on this. So our responsibility, in female sport, is to protect, to defend, and to make sure that at all times we promote our sport and we do it where we possibly can to make it a level-playing field. The IAAF has worked on some of the data that we were asked to look at, some of the scientific background we were asked to look at by the CAS. We continue to do that and that’s exactly where this situation is at this moment.” He said the results of the study would not affect athletes like Dutee or any others who are competing at the Asians or may have qualified for the London Worlds. “No athlete who is currently competing is going to be impacted at all by the work we are doing or by the Court of Arbitration before the World Championships. That has no impact whatsoever,” he said.



Shanya shocks Thipsay Rajesh Nayak holds Abdullah Al Rakib Mollah; Priyanka beats Padmini C’WEALTH CHESS Aiming high: India’s javelin exponent Annu Rani says she has not only honed her technique but also become mentally and physically better. FILE PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



Rakesh Rao New Delhi



*



be getting more golds than Wuhan where we got four golds,” said Radhakrishnan. “When I say more, it could be five, six, seven or eight golds. Golds from men’s and women’s shot put (Tajinderpal Singh Toor and Manpreet Kaur), men and women’s long jump through Ankit Sharma and Nayana James and women’s 800 (Tintu Luka)…these are the expectations. And even in the women’s 400m, we can get a gold from Nirmala (Sheoran). Also, the wo-



men’s steeplechase since Bahrain’s Olympic champion Ruth Jebet is not here. And then, we have two 4x400m relays.” Well, with many of Asia’s best absent, Bhubaneswar could turn out to be India’s best Asians. And with these championships, where golds come with World Championships berths in individual events, the host athletes appear an inspired lot. The opening ceremony will be telecast live on DD Sports from 5.30 p.m.



Ghaziabad-based 14-year-old Shanya Mishra was not even born when Pravin Thipsay won the last of his seven National titles in 1994. On Tuesday, she probably had little idea of her illustrious second-round rival while scripting an upset in the Commonwealth chess championship here. In just 31 moves of King’s Indian, Shanya destroyed the erstwhile king of Indian chess. Thipsay, who will turn 58 next month, paid the price for his poor pieceplacement on the king’s side.



Shanya Mishra.



Shanya cleverly launched a calculated attack from the queen’s side with the help of queen and rook, claimed Thipsay’s queen and forced the country’s third and old-



est Grandmaster to resign. The day left 20 leaders in the fray headed by Abhijeet Gupta. After a series of upsets in round one, a semblance of sanity was restored with most boards producing expected results. However, the round was not without its share of surprises. Rajesh Nayak held 10th seeded Bangladesh GM Abdullah Al Rakib Mollah, G.B. Joshi proved equal to another Bangladesh GM Niaz Murshed, K. Priyanka brought down National ladies champion Padmini Rout and Kumar Gaurav drew with IM C. Praveen Kumar. Important second round results: Open (Indian unless stated): Abhijeet Gupta (2) bt P.



V. Nandhidhaa (1); Chakravarthi Reddy (1) lost to Aravindh Chithambaram (2); Vaibhav Suri (2) bt Srija Seshadari (1); Swapnil Dhopade (2) bt Mrudul Dehankar (1); Ooi Zhi Yang (1) lost to Abhijit Kunte (2); Deepan Chakravarthy (2) bt D. Jishitha; Rajesh Nayak (1.5) drew with Abdullah Al Rakib (Ban, 1.5); Ankita Rajpara (2) bt Parnali Dharia (1); Kiran Mohanty (1.5) drew with Shardul Gagare (1.5); G.B. Joshi (1.5) drew with Niaz Murshed (Ban, 1.5); K. Priyanka (2) bt Padmini Rout (1); Shamima Akter (Ban, 1) lost to Soumya Swaminathan (2); Mary Ann Gomes (2) bt Tarini Goyal (1); Kumar Gaurav (1.5) drew with C. Praveen Kumar (1.5); Swati Ghate (2) bt Rohit Vassan (1); Shanya Mishra (1.5) bt Pravin Thipsay (0.5).
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the interview has gone viral. on social media. YSR Congress MLA R.K.. Roja reacted sharply, asking. what was preventing the. Telugu Desam government. 
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